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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME NUMBER

FORTY-

SEVEN

THURSDAY, FEBURARY

ONE MILLION DOLLARS
PAID FOR SUGAR BEETS
HOLLAND-ST. LOUIS SUGAR
[MAKE

7, 1918

NUMBER SIX

AMERICAN TRANSPORT SDNK; 2(7 MISSING

RAISE RATE OR

SHUT PLANT

DOWN

WAS ALTERNATIVE

00.

24,000,000POUNDS

TO AVOID LATTER, COUNCIL

MICHIGAN AND WISCONSIN TROOPS

OF SUGAR

MAKES PRIOR OF GAB

$1.26

FLAT TEMPORARILY
Pays Farmer for 110,000 Tons of Sufar
\Bwta At Thair Three

NOT ON HOARD
Nsw Rats To B« In (Foret Until
Out Can Bt Settled In

Factories

To show

Washington,Feb.

the magnitude of the busi-

ness over which Mr. C. M.

7

-

With 2,179
the Cunard

McLean of American troops aboard
Tuscania convoyed by

this city haa eupervlsion ie self-evident liner

Court

vices, nor were the landing point# of
the rescued American troope indicated

British but the war department's message say

when the amount of business transaet- warehips, has been torpedoed and sunk
ed the past year is gone into.
off the north coast of Ireland.
The three factories, one at Holland,
Nineteen hundred and twelve ofone at Bt. Louis, Michigan, one at Decatur, Ind., ebow that 110,000 toni
*nd men» tccordingto the state

of

ing that 1,100 rurvivors had been put
ashore at Buncrana and Larne, Indlcated that the convoy vessels got

A

Olty't

1

dollar and twenty-fine

cent

gat,

flat rate!

That is what was decided npoa by
Common Council last night when
it passed a resolution which for tha

the

time being, until the legal controversy
alongside the sinking transports very

with the Holland City Gu Company
beets were purchasedfro mthe farm- j department dispatches from London, quickly and relief ships mado thb can be settled, allows the Grand Rap*
ers at an average of $8.16% per toa or , have been landed and officials today »oene of the disaster within
few ids Trust Co., the receivers in .. tht
a grand total of $898,150 it is estimated anxiouslyawaiting further details of hours.
bankruptcy proceedings, to rh«rg«
ani
that freight, weighing station oper- the first disaster to the American solLansing, Feb. 7— 4icn Kersey at state $1.25 per thousand feet, net, with
ations and state field men expenses will diers en route to France, believe that
military headquarters, Lansing, an discounts for prompt payments, bills
bring this price $2 a ton higher,which most of the 267 missing have been
nounced late Wednesdaynight that payable on the fifteenthof the month
would bring the grand total up to $1,- saved.
Michigan National Guard units of tm* :is before.
018,150.00that the company is paying
It was a rase of that rate or an imFirst news of the sinking came in n 32nd division were not involved in the
for beets.
report to the war departmentearly op Tuscania disaster. The units com mediate abutting down of the fSS
If the crop for 191.8 is as large as the
Wednesday night announcingthat prlllinK the 0id 31lt (i,etroit) regiment plant. Binrc it was estimated that of
one
of 1917 $110,000 can be added to 1,100 survivors had bee landed at Bun- and the oId 32nd
Start with just a dime and increase your deposit a dime each week.
tnd the 1,800 customers of the compaay is
Oryoucanstart with a nickel; or with 2 cents or 1 cent and increase this amount because the sugar company erna and Larne, two widely separatedWestern Michigan)and 33rd regiments Holland at least three-fourthshave
has added $1.00 per ton to the price of Irish ports. This was made public at arc etiU iB camp in New JerafT( hn other means of cooking their meals
the same amount each week.
beets, and judging from the many con- about 10 o’clock,and until the arrival Btatcd. No unita of the old Michigan
and would have to buy expensive eook

lANKINCOlUB

a

with 10 cents

50 weeks

in

HAVE

Come In

(0rand

«

In Fifty Weeks:

tracts that are being signed because of

dement

,of the Btatc
dispatches two NationalGuard have yet embarked,
the raise the crop will be much larger hours later it was feared that more exoept the 107th ,iD|finMrBfrom thc
if the weather conditions are in any
5-CENT CLUB
than 1,400, including the Cunarder’supp(ir poningula. The 107th engineer,:
way favorable.
2-CENT CLUB
crew had
_not to be eonfUMd with the 107th
1-CEHT CLUB
From this tremendous amount of beets
The state department message aid engineers train, which is largely from
34,000,000pounds of sugar were made.
If you wish to make tne largest payment first and decrease your
3,17.'! troops were aboard the Tucanii.Wisconsin— are no longer in camp, but
Not quite a fourth of a pound for each
deposits each week you can do so.
No mention of the fate of the crew were not mentioned as having been
man, woman and child in the United
was made in the state departmentad- aboard the Tuscania.
It costs nothing for you and your family to join the club and is a States, which in itself goes to show

10-CENT CLUB

PAYS

$127.60
6S.75
26.60
12.76

PAYS
PAYS

perished.

PAYS

sure way to wealth.

Gome

We

in

the possibility of the sugar industry ess
in

It took 25,000 tons of coal to opera
these factories. It took 5,000 tons

idd 4 percent interest.

{

Holland City State Bank

in converting the beets into

the

M.

course there are an endless list of oth-

now

if the city

City Gas

The city in granting the raise last
was not dealing with the Hol-

night

land City Gas

it had

hut that the raise would not have bees

granted.The council was dealing witb
the. United States Court, a disinterested third party. Judge Sessions in

ef-

fect put the following alternativesbe-

this road just a little harder than any

fore the aldermen:

(1) Either pay

$1.25 for gas, ov-

ering only barely the actual operating

while on thc way from the Holland in- any other in the state. The railroad expenses, not covering interest, depreterurban depot to thc home of the has also been very unfortunate owing ciationor anythingelse;

to

young lady he heard screams of terror to thc many wrecks brought about by
coming from a house near by. He snow uonditions.
Scarcely had thc wrecking crew finDr. L. E. Hensley braved the storms noticed smoke and flames issuing from
ished
clearing away a large wreck at
and cold of Monday when the ther- the roof and windows of the place and
Michigan
City, when another took
mometer was registering18 below wro immediatelyran into the yard to sec
place
at
Fcnnville.
and walked from Douglas to Holland if he could be of some assistance. He
Last night two freightsfollowed one
through unbroken roads a distance of reached the house just in time to see
another
going south; one helped thc
sixteen mile. The interurban tracks a woman in a frenzy dropping a three
1 other thru bad snow-filledcuts and
were blocked for several days and go- year-old boy from the third story

More and more the enclosedmotor car grows the strong
in popular favor. It’s natural, especially with Ford cars,
which are busy running every day of the year-winter and
summer the Ford serves faithfully and profitably. So for
a real genuine family car there nothing is equal to the
Ford Sedan at $695 f. o. b. Detroit. Seats five. Large
doors, plSte glass sliding windwows, silk curtains,deeply
upholsteredseats, latest type ventilating windsheild— a car
of refined luxury with the everlasting reliable Ford chassis.
Come in and know more about the superior car. Place
your order now. Conditionsare uncertain.

Company. If

been there is not the slightest question

Holland to buy Chicken Feed

CAR

is the property of

then the extra 35 cents paid for gas

THREE ARE BURNED AT
FENNVILLE

the purpose of seeing his best girl and

THE UNIVERSAL

Company

in the meantime will be refunded.

of the Holland and St. Louis Sugar CH.

Man Walks from Douglas

And

can prove that the Holland

the city believes it will be able to do,

DIFFICULTIES

<

caliber.

rate will be in effect only nntil

that case can he settledin court.

make up the requirements in the running of a sugar facOne Man Was Slightly Injured
tory, but a few of these figures will
Jumping to a Place of
The Hamilton correspondent relates,
show what a stupendous job our
Safety.
news relativeto a youth from the villocal manager has been undertaking
lage located southeast of Holland, namsuccessfullyfor several years.
The 1’ere Marquette R. R. in cered Gerrit Hinncn, who figuredin quite
It also shows the tremendous amount
an exciting episode in Grand Rapids. tainly having its troubles theee days.
of capitalrequired to swing a business
He had left for a visit to fhe city for The snow situation seems to have hit

er necessities that

being assured that the ease

for hearing within a few weeks. The

ROAD HAS

WRECK

THREE YEAR-OLD BOY ALSO DE
SCENDINO BY AIR ROUTE, IS
ALSO CAUGHT.

sugar. Of

rate,

against the gas company will eome np

EIGHT OARS ARE DERAILED;

lime-stone, 1,000 tons of coke all used

dews

today, the aldermen decided to raise

the American UtilitiesCompany, as

HAMILTON MAN
CATOHES BABY DROP
PED FROM 3RD STOR^

this country.

and join today.

stoves if the plant were shut

ing by horse and cutter was next

to

the snow below. Gerrit Hinncn caught
the lad just in time and deposited him

impossible.

|
.

(2) Or, the plant will have to bo
closed.The receiver cannot be expected to operate the plant at a loss.

The

council, after deliberating for

two hours and after hearing the
statements from several attorneys,defully

rided to grant the raise by a vote of 7
to 3 ,thc three voting against it being
Prills, Dobbin

and Dykstra.

thp ^'Rht

This is the way the revenue and the

rpac^p^ ^nnville the one ahead stop

expenses of the Holland City Gas Co.

Sra'lM an'1 whpn

stack up, under present condition,acMr. Heasley who is the manager of in a snow bank, when he saw sailing l’e,I ^or w'a*pr.
Augman wa* *cnt down the track cording to Hugh Wilson, president of
the Shorcwood farm, a large poultry es to earth another package thickly buntabliehment found that the feed was died up. which proved to be a two- t0 "‘K0®1 thp 8P,,oatlfr*‘*ht,but it is the Grand Rapids Trust Co., the reand mist ceiver:
getting mighity low to keep a few thou months-old baby. The mother climbed sail1 that thp
Expenses Per Month
sand chickenswell fed. There was down as far as sko could and dropped ' Prevented the engineer piloting the
Octal,
labor,
office expenses, clerk
none to be had in either Douglas or into a snow bank below unijured.Two rpar ^rt*‘Kht from seeing the signal,

!

hp»v>'

^p

Saugatuckand with no interurbans go
ing it was up to the doctor to hot foot
or cold foot it as the case

may

be, to

Holland. He started at 8 o’clock in
the morning and reached this city at
2 o'clock in the afternoon but he was
very much disappointed to find that

young ladies having roon\,s in the
wa8 1 r(,ar coll.sion re hire,, etci, $5,922.
Revenue
building then came rushing from the l,ul(>nK >n derailment of seven cars and
Gas
..............
.
.........
. ........................
$3,000
burning house clad in nothing but the burning of three more. Fireman
their nightj dresses. Gerrit eertainlv Kompl® of Grand Rapids in jumping

had excitement enough for one day hurt his knee but aside from this miwith experiences so differentfrom thc nor accident no one was hurt.
The wreck was already j, eared
monotone of staid old Hamiliton. When

away by seven o’clock

this morning,

Holland also had a chicken feed fam- his services were no longer needed he
ine and it was only after staying an- left the balance for thc firementtotake No. 2 left Holland at 8 o’clock for Chiother day that he succeeded in skirm- care of, and wended his way to the cago. The road is doing its best to
cope with a very difficult and trying
ishing up enough feed so that his stock home of his lady love.
Hinncn is to be a soldier and is now situation.
could be properly fed for at least a
;o: -----few days and until the interuibnn cars attendingthc signal corps wireleso
SETS
school at t)»e Grand Rapids Y. M. C. A.
are again running regularly.

- 0

EIGHT

-

DIE IN

HOLLAND BUSINESS MEN ASKED TO
SELL THRIFT

Shows forget the

War”

.

OhmrKe OhmpUn, alto VautUvttle

ANOTHER BIG ONE

Only

Matinee and Night

“Gods Country and the

Woman

we have shown get. Also Vaudiville.
Prices 10, 20, and 30 cents

Entire lower floor

20o.

Beat These Prices And

WEEK
If

A. K. Prins and family had a

Yon Can

Eli“
of 73i

no

ruVb";

lines.

.

nar-

.....1

$175

$4,475

..............
. ................

Loss per month in operating expenses alone, $1,447.

Mr. Wilson gave this as a sample
month. It would not always be the
same. But the estimate he gave waa
the loss per month under present conditions was in the neighborhood of
$1,200. Since tho total amount of gas

manufacturedis about 36,000,000feet,
it was estimated that an increase ia
rate to $1.25 would juet barely cover
the actual operatingexpense, and
therefore this rate was decided upon.

This is figuringcoal at $8 a ton. If
row escape from being burned to death
coal
conditions should improve and the
at their farm home on Route 9, onecompany
could get it at a lower price,
half mile south on State street.
the
council
will be allowed to appeal
Mrs. Prins was awakened by tho

,h°
. . i
rlrenlera
to tho
ov'r

i

^

Balcony lOo.

Show

-

earn-

The biggest

PRICES NEXT

EXTINGUISHED

M

in 9 Reels

NEW

SMOKE AWAKENS FAMILY; FIRE

Total

,300

-<$1

.

..............
«... ..............................

John 8. Dykstra, the local undertak
er tells of quite a coincidence that has dense smoke that filled the house and to the court for a proportionatelowerSelling Agencies in the country. Michbeen brought about by the grim reap- the family was quickly aroused from ing of the rate.
igan’s allotment is 35,000, and Holland
The increase in rate does not In any
their slumber and an investigation
er, death.
will have as many agencies as there are
way
effect the city’s suit against the
started.
Smoke
was
seen
curling
from
No doubt the rigorous weather of the
business men in the city.
gas
company.
That is expressly stipThe matter of establishingthese last two weeks has been unusually se- the cracks of a bureau drawer ' and
ulated
in
the
resolution.
Because tbs
when Mr. Prins pulled it open flames
agencie. is «U» being taken up before ! >'«t “P0"
Hi« ”cor,i’ ,ho''
.....
onriiinlltA
shot from thc bureau and started fire to company has gone into the hands of a
the government. Over 30,000
t’'» ,ffk’ 'W'
receiver the company's franchise from
nre being aent out
hsv! died
^ 70 other parts of the house.
A
bucket brigade was started and the city is temporarily suspended, and
reliable bnaineaa houaea of tb. atnte j )"»'»• Tk' »ld"‘ >«''”*
*',d
the fire was soon under control. it is not in any way affected by the
and no doubt the merchant, of Holland i .vonnKrrt a Nttlo over 70,
When the contents of the bureau draw- present arrangement. In proposing
nre already receiving aom. of them. | T1>« l*™“* *>1 llr» >“ H»"‘nd »”d
the present arrangementto the council
.The committeeIn charge of the
*»d lhei' ”*mM *"d *«“ ,o1- er was inspected they found a fried
mouse laying beside a very much nib- the court was not in any way dealing
paign in Ottawa county of which Con , ^ow:
with the question under dispate beDe Free i. the eh.irm.n, urge that
90
B«“' bled match-box. The little rodent had
been playful with the matches, ignited tween the city and the company. It
patriotieeiti«m refu.e the requeat
0hta*»' 84i Joh” F'
the government to net ae aalea- Henry, 83; Willi. 8. Brynn, 70; John one and the flames soon spread through was merely giving the city an opportunity to avoid the closing of tho gas
tho flimsy finery.
agent. It entaila no obUgntion on tbeir ; P- Boker’ 74i H- Bol>ni>’ 77; 8a,>h
It ie estimated that the loee will to- plant until the real controversy can be
part to pnrcbaae theae atampa except at , Greenlees,77.
brought Into court for a hearing anil
tal $75.
their own pleyrure. It will however
track to Grand Haven ha8 not
decided upon.
:o:
be to their own interest to have these been open since Saturday. In fact a
That is what would have happened
Mi.
and
Mrs.
N.
J.
Whelan
and
stamps on sale for their customers.I snow plow and an engine are now stalldaughter Rose and son Nicholas Jr., ar- if the gu company had not been a
rived last night from Ban Claire, Wla.,
public utilityconcern.Bat by reason
waste .basket, but do your bit, alon„
of Grand Bapids or take the called by the death of Mrs. Whelan’s
father, Mr. C. Blom, Sr.
thrift stamp
tjr route.
(Continued
established one million Thrift

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Monday

WEEKS OVER
SEVENTY YEARS

STAMPS

—

THE

HOUSE ON FIRE

TWO

The United States Government has
Stamp

President Wilson says

to the

-

EACH WILL GET CIRCULAR FROM
GOVERNMENT ASKING THEIR OLDEST IS 90 YEARS OF AGE AND
THE YOUNGEST IS JUST
SUPPORT TO AID THB CARSEVENTY.
RYING ON OF THE (WAR

YOUR THEATRE
“Go

0

-

MOUSE

Coke

Tar

•

________

-

^ mr

___ _____________________
:

-

________ _

_

.

t

PAGE TWO

nouana

barn of E. Van Spyker at 4:30 last
GUILTY
Thursday morning. Dr. A. J.
OF
Brower was the first to notice the fire
and he gave the alarm immediately and
CASE IS APPEALED TO CIRCUIT
called Van Spyker and hi* family who
COURT BY ATTORNEY VAN
were sound asleep. Everythingwas deDUBEN
stroyed except some soft coal. The
building was partly insured.
Mr. and Mm. Bert Ter Haar and Mr
Wm. Ovens of Olive who was charged
and Mrs. Henry Ter Haar wee guests
with cruelty to hi* stock was found
of Henry Van Dam and family one day

OVEN

-OOSSlPiKOUR week
CORRDSPONDINTS
(mW

MAT

NOT

ZEELAND

City

CHARGE

News

ON
OTTAWA FARM
CRUELTY
BUREAUS HOLD
A CONVENTION
TWO DAY SESSION OF THIS BODY
BEGAN FRIDAY IN
OOOPEBSVILLE

11

WAR FLOUR" TO BE
THANKS GIVEN TO
PUPIL SAND PUBLIC
DARKER IN COLOR

MORE OF THE KERNEL OF THE CICIO HEALTH COMMITTEE IB
WHEAT WILL BE USED IN ITS
GRATEFUL FOR AID IN BEAL
MANUFACTURE.
BALE
There is to be a radical change

in

Coopersvillefor many years the ban- the manufactureof flour, and it is to

The Civic Health Committie of the
closed up it#

Woman’s Literary Club

guilty by a jury of six men after delast week.
ner farmers’ instilutetown of Ottawa be known as “war” or “strait” records for the ChristmasSeal aale
Dick R. Hunderman made n trip to liberating over the case for a half county, again come* into its own, and flour. Hereafter the flour will be of a
• turned from Three Oaks where be asthat was held in Holland during the
Camp Custer last Friday and on his hour
held
two day#’ farm rally de- darker color because now practically closing weeks of 1917, and the chairsisted in the installationof Rev. A. Te wav back called on relativesin Grand
Complainthas been made before Jusvoted to the interestsof the farmers all of the l^prnel of the wheat goe« in- man, Mr#. A. Leenhouts, took occMion
Paske as pastor of the Reformed church
i
tice Van Schelvenalleging that forty
Gerrit Wisslnk of Zeeland has emof this and adjoining vicinitiesunder to its manufacture, whereas under the to thank the pupils of the schools and
there. Rev. TePaske formerly was pasployed Gerrit Hrouwor ns hired help on head of cattle were found on this farm the auspices of the Ottawa county farm so-called patent process some of the intor of the Beaverdami Reformed church
the general puplic for the generous
his farm for a few weeks.
in terriblecondition.
bureau, in the Odd Fellows hall, Fri- gredients of the wheat were removed support given to this eanso ao that
and has resided in Zeeland the past
Our creamery had only a five daytf
Humane Agent Randolf and Deputy day and Saturday, February1 and 2.
to give the flour a white appearance. the sale was the moat successfulaver
year.
supply of coni at hand when they sucSheriff Lou Bouwman were called to inThe Farm Bureau Rally is the out- Millerssay the new flour will be a good held in Holland.
•Mrs. 0. De Jonge has returned from ceeded in getting a carload again, Our
vestigate the ease and they claim that
growth of the old “Farmers’ Institute wholesome article for family use, and
Beaverdnm where she visited at the school which has been dosed for a
The total numbp/ of seals sold, tb.?
week is open again as they have coni they never say anything like it before.
which for many years was eondurtel while a little darker it will not be un- .record shows, was 3i,115. Of this total
home of her eon-in law and daughter, for three or four week* now.
They allege that the stock was under.Mr. and Mrs. Joe Huizcnga.
Ed Sehuiterna spent a day recently fed and that they were wallowing by the Agricultural College. This year healthful. In making it twenty-one the children of the achoola sold 17,924,
that department at the College has pound# less of wheat will be used to and the balance were sold by the memMiss Marion Pactard returned to with his relatives in Grand Rapids.
Miss Marie Ver Ilulst and Miss Lucy around in dirt and slime up to their been abolished and tho complete re- eae’h barrel. To be exact, 2(J4 pounds bers of the Civic Health commijtee to
Grand Rapids Wednesday after spendNyenhuis were Zeeland visitors last stomachs. The cattle looked very poo: vponsibi’.ity of sure ess fully conducting of wheat will be allowed for each barthe general public.
ing a brief visit at the home of Miss
Week Wednesday.
and one horse in particularshould have
the work is given over to the county rel of flour. The government'sruling The records of the various schools
Catherine Volkers.
Laurence Nylnnd of Oraafschapwas
been shot, it is alleged. The animal agriculturalagents. They in turn are, is a food conservation measure, and it
During the course of the week Hen- a week-endvisitor* the home, of Mrs.
are as follows: Washington school, 5,was nothing but skin and bones, had
selecting Coniprtent officers and com- witt be unlawful to make any other 014; Frodbel, 2,892; Lincoln, 2,339;
•xy Lookerse, local plumber, moved R. Hundermanand family.
sore hips and could not be used for any
mittee men from among those men grade than that specified.
Longfellow, 1,792; Van Raalte, 1,759;
from the Kuite building on Main St., •Ldin Vanden Kolk and George Van
Hhee formerly from here and who are purpose.
whom they know to be capable. By
Christian School, 1,619; Junior High,
to the old postoflice building which he now living in Hamilton have sold their
Humane Agent Randolf of Grand their help, an attempt is being made
1,600.
has purchased of Peter Vanden Bosch. livery barn. The former has purchase I
Rapids claims that in his 20 years of
*
to conduct in each two day meets full
Because of the fact that the schoola
H. J. Stoinenga, of Argos, Ind., re a large truck and will deliver milk
holding that office he has never come
of encouragement,inspirationand eduare closed now it has not been poaeib’e
turned home flhis week after spending from there to Holland while the latter
has put in an application for a posi- across such a condition before.
cation especiallyadapted to the needs
to deliver the silver pins to those puan extendedvisit at the home of his tion as mail carrier.
The defense had several witnesses of the people.
CLABJL8TON N. ROLLINS GIVES
pils who won them because they sold
parent# in
,
Mis* Bertha Ter Haar who was taken
that were introduced by his attorney
REGULATIONS ABOUT
The officers of the Ottawa county
more than 200 seal# each. Tbc pupils
Theological Student Steininga of ill with the la grippe is improving.
FLOUR
Ben La lining of Fremont spent Sun- Arthur Van Duren. The main witness farm bureau rally associationare as
nine in number, can have their pins by
Borculo has returned to Grand Rapids
was his father, John Ovens, well known follows: President, I). L. McMillan,
day with his parents here.
calling at the office of Dr. Leenhouts
to resume his studiesat Calvin College
Harm Van Spyker spent n few days in Holland and a very prominent man Coopersville;secretary and treasurer, Ottawa Co. Food Admr. Rollins
,for them, where the pins are waiting
’Martin Languis who is receiving with his relatives in Grand Rapids.
corn starch, corn flour, hominy, corn
in his community and also at tho ReW. Glerum, Zeeland; county director,
for them now. The winners are: Jean:n:
treatments at Ann Arbor returned to
Sentinel,
gave the following regulation
publican county and state conventions.
D. L. Hagerman, county agricultural
ALLEGAN FRUIT MEN JOIN
nette Van Haaften, Gertrude Galentine,
that city Wednesday after spending a
Mr. Ovens, who is 73 years old, was agent, Grand Haven; Home Demonstra- as to the purchase of flour in this counClyde Geerlings, Edw. Oudermolen,
. few days' visit wioh relativeshere.
They Become Members of Western nearly heart-broken that such charges tion agent, Miss Grace Hitchcock, ty:
• Mrs. Paul De
Groot of Borculo is
“To Seller# and Buyers of Wheat Ruth Van Kersen, Carl Van Raalte,
should be made against bis son.
Michigan Federation.
Grand Haven; vice president or local
Richard Raf, Bill Telling and John
wiiitinf at the home of Mrs. Arie De
Both Mr. Ovens and the accused son chairman appointedin 18 communities Flour: Upon the federal ruling of the Rutgers.
<3x001 who is ronfhu-d to her home on
U. 8. Food Administration, approved
dozen southern Michigan fruit stated on the witness stand that the where rallies will be held.
Three pupila won gold pin# for sell
West Main street with illness.
by the President of the United States,
packing concerns have merged into a stalls were always kept clean and sanA
new
feature of the rallies this year
ing
more than five dollars worth «t
Mrs. P. Brouwer is confined to her federation to obtain better packing,
the following regulation will take efitary, but on this particular occasion
and one of special intercut to farm
seals each. The winners are Louis
.home south of the city with illness.
marketingand standardization of fruit the heavy storm came and it was im- women was the talks and demon- fect at once: Retailers are to sell
Bradford, John Telling and Uzell
Jlnnald De Jonge of Grand Rapids is
from this section. The combination possible to clean out the stables and strations given by Miss Grace Hitch- wheat flour only with an equal weight Wall.
visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
of the following erreals— corn meal,
which will be known as the Michigan draw it away owing to the severe and
cock, Mome demonstration agent for Ot
The money realized from the teal
iPater Barman north of the city.
Graham flour and whole wheat flour are
Fruit Packers’ association,includes the cold wind that would Mow in upon
tawa county.
sale in Holland will be used for the
.Hire. C. Beukema of Grand Rapids
grist, barley flour, rice flour, oat meal,
following: Millburg association,Bridg- the cattle by the storm, thru the open
Free Dispensary.
Miss Hitchcock's servicesare pro2% visiting with her parents, Mr. and
rolled oats, buckwheat and potato flour.
man association,the fterrien county as- door.
vided by the U. 8. Departmentof AgriMss. M. Dlepcnshorst who residesjust
sociation of Coloma, Friday Bros, exSays Mr. Ovens trembling: “I want culture and her expenses paid by the Graham oflur and whole wheat flour are
COMMUNICATION
north off the city limits.
not considered substitutes and cannot
change, the Berrien Center Fruit asso- nothing but the truth. I've never been
Ottawa County Bankers’ Association.
Bev. E. J. Smitter of Oostburg, Wis.V
be included as an offset of white
Farmers Help Win the War
ciation from Bangor, Fennville, Saug- a witness in a case, or have never been
Her work is in every way practicaland
/ w spending a brief visit with friends
flour." (Signed)— Clarkston N. Rol- Mr. Editor, will you please publish
atuck, South Haven, Hartford,Covert in a court before. I always helped my
prepared to meet the needs of present
here. Bev. Smitter was formerly the and Paw Paw.
line, County Food Administrator.
following:
boy do bis work, bat my wife was home conditions.
pastor the North Street Christian
At the same time regulations go in“In a time of national stress 1
taken ill suddenly and I could not
-Reformed etrarch at Zeeland.
to effect governingthe use of flour by the present time, commonplace thin
come
to
aid
him
on
this
occasion,
as
TO
24
bakers, according to dispatches froun which in peaceful times were scare
The fire department was called out
wife needed me most. I am a
Washington. Accordingto these regu- noticed and their produetion taken a
•WodiVBfciy morning to extinguish a BURT IPRUIM TO MANAGE FURNIChristianman and love God and I couM
blaze which originated on the roof of
TURE STORE
GIVES
A lations bakers of bread and rolls will matter of course,assume a tremendo
not be this and let cattle starve or alTHERE.
be limited in their wheat flour purchase ly important place.
•he residenee occupied by John 01«er.
PARTING KICK
low my son to neglect them.”
80 per cent of their requirements up to
xn Hm street. The fire was earned by
“Wheat, meat sugar: the great ba
“I
love my neighbor, my township,
* tkfective chimney and the damage Burt Pruim, manager of the furni- and my country and because the presi- What proved to be the coldest night July 30, and bakers of other products, trio of the vital war needs for the s
ture department of the Wm. De Pree
thus far this winter was when Janu- including crackers, biscuits,cookies, taining of the armies of Liberty.
•sas slight, the blaze being put out
dent asks us to take good care of our
Hardware and Furniture store at Zeeary slid over into February and gave cakes, pies, fried cakes, pastry and
• with the aid of chemicals.
“Whateverelse may be a pleaai
cattle that we may win the war, is the
land has severed his connections with
Holland a parting kick. Twenty-four sweet yeast doughs, to JO per cent for or beneficial addition to the diet of
. Esv.Ui. B. Drukker of Kalamazoo rereason we are trying to follow his dithat firm and is now employed in
below zero was the sledge-hammer blow same period.
Allied soldier or an American civih
turned home after spending a few days
rections.
Lansing where he is manager of the
that
was delivered on this city’s solarAfter February 3 bakers of bread it is absolutely necessary that he hs
here. Rev. Drukker conducted the
“Our
crop was a failure on the lo.v
furniture department of the Arbaugh
and rolls must use 5 per rent of wheat these three vital foods. The truth
services at the Third Christian Beland and our supply of food has not plexus Thursday night. Holland shiverDepartment Store of tlrat city. Mr.
flour substitutes and the amount must this is so self-evidentthat no furti
ered
under
this
onslaught,
woke
up
and
^ormecl church Sunday.
been so abundant as in other years
Pruim has been employed at DePree’s
be
increased until they are using 20% proof is needed. The nation then m
and while we have not fed heavy we blinked Friday morning,to loop upon
HJorn to Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Loo
store for the past thirteen years and
a
beautiful
February
first with its February24.
bend its agriculturalenergy to the
have not starved our cattle
any
— a daughter.
has considerable experience in tho furpromise of warmer weather.
State Food AdministratorPrescott duction of these .essential food p
manner of means,” said Mr. Ovens.
Mr«. Clyde Scott and daughters, Geniture line. Mr. Pruim will return to
The thermometerat the Water Works announcesthat in response to a special ducts, and cannot afford, in the face
The Ovens’ farm adjoins and comiscva aid Elizabeth of Grand Rapids,
Zeeland next week and as soon as shipregistered24* below; Fire Station No. request made by him, the federal food the alarmingshortage of sugar dur:
prises some 2dl acres and contains 40
returned to that city after spending a
ping facilities improve he wiU move to
administration has modified for Michi- the past two months to let the crops
2, 17° below, at 7 A. M.; at Vaupell
few days’ visit at the home of Mrs. IJansing with his family, where his head of cattle.
Aldworth’s store at 7:30 A. M., 12* gan ibs order on the sale of wheat flour. less value interfere with the growi
The jury who pronouncedWm. Oves
iSceft'e mother, Mrs. Arie De Groot,
mother, Mrs. J. Prum, also resides.
below. ,
This modification is temporary until of sugar beets wherever this crop i
guilty
of the charge were: Fred Kara
•wk# » slowly recovering from her reo
grocers and wholesalers have a ehauce be produced.
ferbeek, Peter Notier, Cornie S.haaja,
•reift ittnew.
Zeeland Merchants in
to stock up on substitutes.
“The Michigan farmer living nea
Arthur Gumser, Frank Brieve and PetGcrrit Verens is seriouslyin at his
Crusade Against UnHere is the modified order a* apply- sugar beet factory and having Is
er
Kopenaal.
ihome on North Elm street.
necessary Delivery
ing to grocers:
suitable for growing sugar beets, 1
Attorney Arthur Van Duren appealed
‘Company No. 40 of the Michigan
R«v. C. DeJonjjo of this city ha#

re-

a

Rapius.

COUNTY FOOD

CHIEF ISSUES

NEW ORDER

Borculo.

-

-

’

A
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ZEELAND MAN
GOES

LANDING

BELOW ZERO
THURSDAY NIGHT

my

JANUARY

HOLLAND

!

by

-

-

BLOM AGAIN
WINS THE CITY
CHAMPIONSHIP

Zeeland met at the the case to the circuit court immediate- HE COMES OUT VICTORIOUS IN
•nlw drills under the supervision of council rooms and a retailersassocia- ly am! defendant gave bonds for his
BILLIARD TOURNA'•Capt. William Fueler.
tion was organized. Wm. Barernan was appearance.
MENT.
One coincidence was the fact that
The school located at Borculo was elected president and Ed Van Zoeren
Will Blom, who some years ago won
'dorced \s close because of the fuel secretary-treasurer. At this meeting ProsecutorF. T. Miles was a close
friend
of
the
Ovens’
family;
had
board
the
city billiard championship and wtyo
•shortage. The Misses Elizabeth Ny- credit matters were discused and a
held
that title for many years, again
ed
there
for
two
years
while
teaching
Jcampand Hattie Brummcl who are cn- cifdit bureau was established denoting
won
the
city title Thursday night when
school
in
Olive.
Mr.
Ovens
referred
to
“.gaged wa instructorsat the school are tho limit to which credit will be allow•fctateTroops have resumed their reg-

The

retailers of

spending the week with relatives here. ed to run. They have also decided to this^fact in his testimony. Mr. Miles de defeated Jappinga in the last game
ItfisaLillianSmith who has been em- do away with delivering small orders. admitted that this was so and spoke at the Palace Billiard Parlor#. The
ployed at Pullman, Mich., in visiting Borne of the residentsof that city have highly of John Ovens, but while this score of the final game was 115 to 98.
toe

Boy
merly

umfl

home

of her parents here.

Fritchie of

Grand Rapids,

for-

city engineer of this city has r«-

after spending a few days

re-

mewing acquaintancesin this city.
The Zeeland schools are closed far
at

least an additional week.
Burt Pruim who left last week fof
Lansing where he has accepted a position ns manager of the furniture de-

partment of the Arbaugh store return’ed to this city for a few days* stay
prior to moving his family to Lansing.
John Ten Have and George De Jonge

Camp Custer returned to the cantonment after spending a brief furlough

xf

the homes of their parents here.

tat

..A ...

GRAAF80HAP
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Jacobs visited
her father H. M. Timmer who is very
ill with ersysinilas at the Holland
Home in Grand Hai-ids.
Bpnj. Spruik of Kansas Jins been visiting friendsand relatives in this vicinity for a few day*.
Mr. and Mrs. H . Mannes of East
•Kangatuek visited Mr. and Mrs. J. Koe•Tian last week.

Mr. and Mts A. Koeman are the happarents of a baby girl.

py

DRENTHE
Roy Boeskool of Grand Rapid* spent
Bunday at the home of his parents Mr.
and Mrs. B. Boeskool.
Thos. Daining made a business trip
lo Grand Rapids last Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wentzel of Or.
Rapids visited at the home of Henry

Wever the past Sunday. Their intention* were to Spend the day at the
home of their parent*, Mr. and Mra
Mra. Van Spyker but owing to the ie~ f cold wave and the blocked roads
to reach this village.

“For every 100 pounds of wheat who instead of using a part of his Is
customer must take 25 for this purpose,plant it to a non-eaa
pounds of substitute;for every 50 tial crop because it may bring birr
pounds, 12% pounds of substitute; for larger profit, is as truly aiding the
flour your

every twenty pounds, five pounds
substitute and so on down.”
-:o:-

of

emies of Liberty as if he fought
American soldier boys with a gun

«

hands.

ChristianityMust
Turn World Right Side

“We

need nil our ships to carry

diers aud supplies.

We

i

can spare n<

Up, Says Speaker to carry sugar to us from far disti
The service held in Winants Chapel countries in the Orient. We must hi
Thursday afternoon in connection with
been abusing the ammimodation to friendship existed, Mr. Miles told the Blom is thus the winner of the silver the Day of Prayer for Colleges was at- sugar— our soldiersneed it. You, f
mers, many of you, have boya in
the extent of having one or two arti- jury that his duty was plain and that cup offered by the Palace.
tended by a large audience of students
trenches of France: your neighb
The
game
this
evening
will
be
b*>
this
should
have
uo
bearing
on
the
case
cles ordered for delivery from each of
and friend# of Hope. Dr. Vennema pre- have also; many thousandsmore ?
the different retail stores in one day. nor on their decision. The old gentle- tween Jappinga and Johnson and it
sided and Dr. Henry Hoe per# of Westgo.Will you now stand back, failii
This will be dispensed with and a price man, John Ovens, is considered a high.'* will be played for the second prize, a
ern Theological Seminary gave the into do your part in feeding these bo;
fancy billiard cue.
ly
respectable
citizen
in
Olive
twnshlp
of 3 cents will be charged a customer
vocation. Addresseawere delivered by
The nation looks to you in its need,
having
been
a
leading
man
in
that
comfor a delivery order amounting to one
Dr. John E. Kuizenga of the Seminary
knows you will not fail to rise to
HAS
munity
for
many
years.
He
is
well
dollar and fifty eents purchase or less.
and the Rev. William J. Van Kersen of need.. You will, as a patriot, abanc
thought of by bis neighbors.
POX
the Board of Foreign Missions, R. C. A.
non-essentialcrops and concentrate
:o:
Holland Not the Only Town
MEASURES ARE TAKEN TO PRE- “The world is upside down,” as- the the great three— Wheat, Meat a
Veteran
Jeweler
Is
Having Their Gas Troubles
serted Dr. Kuizenga. “It must be turn- Sugar.
VENT SPREAD OF THE
Full of Life at
ed rightsideup and we are the boy# to
DISEASE.
Lansing faces a serious gas situation,
“Michigan can help in relieving
Eighty-Eight
do it.” The speaker contended that sugar shortage. It has thousands of
and one not due to the fuel famine.
Two cases of small pox in Zeeland not until all nations come under the
Though he wa* 8.8 years old Saturditional acres fit to raise sugar be
Last night representativesof the Lanhave been reported to tho health ofllcerl influence of the Christ will the chaos
lying within reach of a Sugar Facto
day,
Henry
Wykhuizcn,
Holland’s
sing Fuel and Gas company were read*
there and are under strict quarantine.!cease.
Let it not be said to the shame of
Veteran
jeweler,
is
still
as
hale
and
to tell the city council that the comA child of Mrs. Jacob Shoemaker wa?
“Democracy," said Mr. Van Kersen, Michigan farmer, that he let Pr<
pany was ready to give back its fran hearty as many another man a score
taken down with the dreaded disease! “must be made safe for the world, aud
blind Patriotism and refused to gr
chUe and let the city run the plant, if of yearn his junior. Mr. Wykhuizen
but is now improving.A few days lat[ to make it safe we need Christianity.
sugar beets in this national emerr
it wanted to. The company claims if braved the atmosphere of the coldest
or the mother became ill and later on That Christianity must be a religion cy.”
compelledby the terms of its fran- day of the year Friday morning to
showed symptoms of small pox. An-| of service. The Kingdom of God will
chise to furnish gas at 80 cents, net, walk from his home on College avenue
. PATRIOTISM
other ease developedat the home of not continue to live 'in a house by the
it will go broke. Under the contract, to the office of the Sentinel to show
Anthony Elenbaas on W. Washington side of the road.’ They must take part
made many years ago, the price was to that he still is full of life and vitality.
Street, where Mrs. Elenbaaswas taken in the activities of life.”
be cut from 90 cent# to 80 cents net
In October Mr. WykhuizensubmitIN
Mown with it. None of the cases arc A quartet consistingof Misses Strick
Jan. 1, 1918. War conditions, inelud toil to a serious operation at Ilollan]
reported as very severe and the pa and Hospers, and Messrs. DeJong and
Hope College has received notice
ing the rise in the price of coal and Hospital, but so strong was bis constitients are not sufferingto a great ex Ramnker rendered muic.
that the will of the late Annie Aycrigg
high wages, have made such a price tution, that in spite of his advanced
tent. Measures to prevent spread were
Fuller of Passaic, N. J., and that of
impossible and experts have testified age, he passed thru the ordeal successo
With the mercury breakingall rec- the late Mary E. Marvin, of Port Je*that the cost of the gas to mnnufaeure fully and the wound was completely
ords in the speed with which it asEtiquette.
vis, N. Y., have been admittedto prois over 83 cents.
healed the twelfth day after the operThere ta an ancient aaylng that "One cended in the tube during the last 24 bate. In each of these wills a bequest
Unless the council take* steps to ation. It was the first operation per- should never speak of n rope to a man hours Holland awoke Wednesday to
of $1,000 is made to the endowment
relieve the company in some way by formed in Holland hospital.And so whose father was hanged," and there find itself warmer than for many a
day. At 7 o'clock tho tempe-ature was fund of the local institution.Both
next week ,the offer to quit will b* well has the old gentleman recovered Is a great deal Implied In those few just 32 above zero. 49 degrees warmer
made. It was stopped last night by that Friday declared he feels much words. In effect, la meant that subjects than at 7 o’clock Tuesday morning. Mrs. Fuller and Miss Marvin were
members of Reformed churches of
of conversation should be carefullyIn—
:o:
the failure of eastern attorneys to ar stronger and better than he has for the
troduced ..where persons present are
which Dr. Vennema was pastor.
Born
ToBSthar.
rive in time for the council meeting.
two years before the operation.
not known to a certain extent; that Is,
Boldness and power are such InsepThe college has also received a letthat nothing untoward has happened, arable companions that they appear
ter
from Corpus Christi,Texas, dated
D. Dorks who has been seriously ill
Peter Phemamlbucq went to Benton
publicly, at least, that would make to be born together; and when once
is rapidly recovering.
December 25, 1917, containing a cheek
Harbor Thursday morning on business.
any unusual subject apply too openly divided, they both decay and dlo at
of $1,000 from E. C. and Florence E.
to tnyont especially.
the same time.— Henry Vaim,
G. J. Diekema wm in Grand Rapid#
Loui# Padno# wai in Hartford Tue*
Westerrelt"to be loaned t
>Ji
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ZEELAND
TWO
SMALL
CASES

1

i

I

hope COLLEGE BEMEMBEBED
TWO WILLS

|

-

-

-

- —
^

nouan^t City J\eu

Sr.
AWAY

FAOB

«

PEEK MARQUETTE
C. BLOM,
SPECIAL EXHIBITS
ADMIT PART IN ATPASSED
WILL BE FEATURED
STILL HAVING
TRMPT TO HOLD UP
TUESDAY NIGHT $125,000 military aeroplane
SNOW TROUBLE
|

,

|

The defense of the Holland team

I

was

great, always there at the right

n

night.

mont.

Bout

THUS'

The second period was a hair-raising

one, the fans going thru every conreiv-

h High p!ay« here Friday able stunt as the Hope players cavorV

ed around on the hard wood eourr.
vainly endeavoringto stem the everiHOVELEBS HAD TO DID
HA aw vaicf. WHAT AMOUNTS
Reserves played a game following the rising tide of Grand Rapids counters*
LONG 8TRET0H TEN FEET
TO CONFESSION.
main contest,in which the Preps were It was evident toon nfter the half be
ATI plane for the ninth annual AuDEEP.
defeated 21 13.
gan that it was anybody’s game. Wil«
tomobile show to be he}d Feb. 18-22,
W<ml4-B« Hold-Up Men Wort Troppod Engines Derailed At Michigan city Drove Mule Team Along Erie Canal
lard, who was substituted for Haines,
under the auspices of the Grand Rapids
When a Boy; Run Away to Be a
Bocaum of GkaUtudo of
put up a stellar exhibition,hia cntranco
Holding Up Traffic for Many
Automobile Businessassociationaro HOPE
Soldier at 16.
into the fray strengthening the visiting
Bonn.
"Stool Pigoon.”
now practicallycompleted and dealBY G. R.
team immeasurably.
ers are very enthusiasticregarding the
FRIDAY
Though milder weather has arrived, Cornelius Blom, sr., living at 174 N.
The home boys appeared to be decidWhat ia believed would have been a
the difficulties of the railroads are by River Av. died at midnight Tuesday comin* cvcnt*
hold up in broad day light of unexaged 73 ycars.Mr. Blom has been | The various dealers promise a showCoach Cash and his cash boys from edly rattled by the sudden rush of theii
no means over^ Traffic on the Peri
in failing bealtli for some time, but thi|ing of cars that will come as a dU- the Grand Rapids Y. M. C. A. cashed in opponents and traveled from one end
ampled daring in the hiatory of local
Marquette waa atill considerably tied
severe weather of the past winter tuld tinct surprise,ns probably greater at Carnegie Gymnasium Friday night of the floor to the other displaying
crime was frustratedthis noon thru the
up yesterday, o. 1 the early morning
prompt action of Attorney T. N. Robin- train from Chicago was detainedat on his physical condition at his age. I strides have been made in the automo- and when the doors of the big estab- neither team-work nor individual exMr. Blom came to this country from bile industry this year than the pub- lishment closed for the day it was cellence. With eight minute* left la
son who quickly notified the officials Michigan City for many hours bicnuse
the Netherlands in 1847 at the ago of lie really credits it with.
of the Cappon-Bcrtach Leather Co.,
found that the visitorswere ablo to play, Willard, Hooker, Cook and Wiltwo engines were off the track the'e. A
that he had obtained information detour had to be made from Porter to two years. His father had charge of
The exhibitionof the passenger cars leave town with n net balance on their lard, rang up in quick succession,placone of the canal boats on the old Eric will far exceed tho showing of previous 1 aide of the ledger. The game was a ing the "Y" in the lead, 23-20.
pointing to a crime of this nature.
Laporte.
canal, and the son, as a lad, drove the years, while the commercial car exhibit wild, weird exhibition of basket ball
At this point of tho game Referee
If the hold up had been pulled ofi
No. 4, which was stalled in the
&j it is alleged to have been planned heavy enow drifts at Vriesland most of mules that towed the boat along this will bo the largest ever staged in this in which Grand Rapids managed to win Olds removed Hooker of Grand Rapid*
and Van Hazel of Hope from tW
the tannery company would have lost Tuesday, got away in the evening, artificialwater way. In the latter part section of the state. A large section out, 24-33.
some $9,000 in cash, representing the leaving Holland for Chicago at 11:45 of the ’50s the Bloms came to live in of the floor eparc has been arranged
The first half was a victory for Hope floor for "fighting".The fans howled
pay that was handed out to the employ- Tuesday night, altho it waa supposed Holland and before railroadswere bhot exclusively for these cars and the the score being 17-11. Throughout the their disapproval but Old* waa obdaeof in this city. Mr. Blom drove the many different models and various
ees at the North Side tannery Tuesday to leave here at 1:12 at nqon.
period the local boys appeared to far atc. It was perhaps the most unpopustage twice a week from the colony to weight carrying sizes will readilyshow
noon. It is customaryfor the paymasbettor advantage than the Furniture lar derision the popular officialfast erNurnben 4 and 5 have been tak .’n off
Grand Rapids and return.
the developmentof tho motor truck in City five. Tho first play of the game cr made in this city. Van Hazel ia onw
ter of the North Side tannery to go to indefinitely.
When the war of the rebellion broke the commercial woifid.
the south side tannery at 11:30 on pay
worked to perfection,Hecmstra caging of the .cleanest players that ever wallr
Few freight trains moved thru Holout
Mr. Blom was so eager to go that
There will also be many chassis, Fouls by Hecmstra and Klomparcns en ed on two feet and his removal wa*
day, returning with the money in a tin land Tuesday. There was some freight
box, arriving at the northside institu- going through the city Tuesday night, he ran away from home for the purpose working part* and special paint jobs, abled Hooker to tie the score with frco'^-tlonable,
to say the least. Hookar,
enlisting,but his father followed while the accessory dealers will offer
tion about twelve.
throws. Hecmstra then registeredtwo'on lh® othcr hand* h»* * «tatc-widerep*
among them being a full train of oil
him to Grand Rapids and took the a wider variety of novelties than In field goals, one of them being a long ,,ltnt'on a* * shady player,
Mr. Robinson uncovered a tip that cara going north.
young man, who was only 15, bark years previous.
a plot had been hatched to hold up the
shot from the center of the floor. With I After the substitution of KnowltooBut perhaps the most spectacular
One of the big features that is cer- tbc score 17-7 against his team, Haines the game went on but the viaitora were *
tannery men near the track* on the fight with the snow on the Perc Mar- home. Two of the brothers had alnorth side along the new cement road. quette in this section of the state was ready enlisted,namely George and tain to attract a lot of interest will the tall Grand Rapids center, under- never headed, the final score being 24to gct M a4j|ng mtchinc for the 23- The consensus of opinion among •
He immediately oalled up the tannery at Harlem. There the big enow plow William, and the parents considered be the exhibition of a $125,000 millasking if the money was to be traas* was stuck in the snow. Large gangs that two were enough from one house- tary hydro aeroplane, a product of the jUVB(]crs
cn(ie(i witi, ti,c the unprejudiced observers is that "t&«Grand Rapids workmen, laned the
in favor o(
best team won.”
ferred to the north aide and waa told of men with shovels were dispatched to hold.
Mr.
Blom
was
deputy
sheriff
und-j?
tomobile
show
through
tho
courtesy
of
that the plan was exactly aa the 'alleg- the scene of the trouble and they dug
ed would-be robbers had doped it out. valiantly all day. But Tuseday night SheriffArie Woltman and was after the Michigan Aaircraft company.
There is every indication from the
Thereup Chief Van Ry waa called and they were still three-fourthsof a mile wards appointedCity Marshal when
Mr. Woltman, who was marshal of Hol- standpoint of the spectator that the
officers were hurriedly placed in am- away from the enow pflow.
bush. At the tannery the pay-box was
An idea of the magnitude of their land at that time, waa elected sheriff. 1918 Automobile show will be the
He was appointed on the Relief Board greatest motor car festival ever ofstuffedwith paper instead of money.
task ean be gained from the fact that
In a Blue Hen Mamoth you can turn 10,000 egg!
J. J. Good and R. M. Bosworth of the the trench they then still bad to dig in 1871 when fire practicallydestroyed fered in these parts.
tannery left the South Side through the snow for three-fourthsof Holland and when the needs of our
in ten seconds.
Dr. J. C. Floyd, superintendent of
Unnery at about 11:30 as per schedule a mile was ten feet deep nearly the eitizenswho were left destitute, were
the
Grand Rapids District of the M.
We use and sell the Blue Hen. Large Hatchery
great.
in a rig for the north side. A little whole distance.
E. church was in Holland Friday night
of
the
best chicks.
Mr. Blom' retired from active busi- and held tho second quarterly conferlater Officers O’Conner and Dick Hornness ten years ago.
ence of the local church.
kes halted a rig at the P. M. tracks on GAS GO. GOES INTO
He married Miss Jeanette Mieras, 52
River avenue driven by M. OosterOF
A. Bekker was in Grand Rapids
GENERAL AGENTS
years ago. This is the first death in
bann. Mr. Robinson who soon appearthe family consisting of a wife and Tuesday on business.
ed on the scene searched the rig and VOLUNTARY PETITION OF BANKZmIiiI fflckliu
Cltx. Pkue 213 2L 2S
nine children. The eurvivers arc: four
RUPTCY FILED IN DISTRICT
discovered a 32-caliber gun under a
sons, Copelius,Jr., David, John and
blanket on the seat on which OosterCOURT.
William; five (laughters,Miss Martha
baan had been sitting.
at home, Mrs. Wm. Witt, Mrs. Edward
Oosterbaan was the only occupant oi
The Holland Gas Company has gone

JOB VIOTOB

AND

{kdliO

OOflTER

THRU WAS

ONE OF BIO ATTRACTIONS AT
COMING AUTO SHOW

THE MARSHAL

OF
HOLLAND; ALSO 8TAOE DRIV. ER TO GRAND RAPIDS

<

ONCE

*

day
The Hope Prep, team and the
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BEATEN

“Y”

NIGHT

i
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anj

Hope.
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INCUBATORS

HANDS

Wolverine Hatchery

RECEIVER

Sporting

the rig, although according to the

T. Bertseh both of Holland, Mrs. N. J

ininto the hands of a receiver.Friday
Whelan of Eau Claire,Wis., and Mrs
formation which Mr. Robinsonhad un- it filed a voluntary petition in the U.
John Wendell of Cadillac.
covered there was to be another in the 8. District Court in Grand Rapids to be
It is a coincidence that the funeral
alleged attempt to hold up the tannery adjudged a bankrupt and asking for
should be held on the birthday anni
men. Later Joe Victor was also arrest- tho appointment of a receivership to
versary of Mrs. Blom, who will be 70
ed.
conserve Its property
years old on Friday.
Both Oosterban and Victor were takThe Grand Rapids Trust company,
Tho funeral will be held Friday cf
en into custody and arc being held on a appointed by Judge Sessions as the reternoon at 2 o’clock at 174 N. River
charge of conspiracy. They were plac- ceiver, immediatelygot into communiavenue and friends will have the prived in the local jail.
cation with E. P. Davis, the local manilege of viewing the remains between
ager, and asked him to continne as
ten and ofie o’clock. Burial will take
Joe Victor and Milo Oosterbaan, the
manager under the receivership. Mr.
place in the family lot in Pilgrim’s
two young men who were arrested Tues
Davis accepted the appointment at
day noon in connection with an alleged least temporarily, on condition that he home cemetery. Services will be in
attempt to hold up the tannery pay be supplied with fricl and material so charge of the Masonic Order.
tnea, gave what practicffly amounted
that he can give the patrons of the
to a confession later in the afternoon.
IS
company good service. The friction beVictor arraigned before Justice Robtween the city and the company has
insen, soon weakened and admitted his
never been frictionbetween Mr. Davis
part in the plot. Oosterbaan, brought
and the city, and his continuance in his
before Justice Kooyers, at first refused
"PALACE OF TRUTH" WAS SUBpresent position will be welcomed.
to m&ke any admissions but when conSTITUTED FOR "MERCHANT
The petition sets forth assets estifronted with the practicalednfession
OF VENICE
mated at $310,000 and liabilities $326,of Victor he also weakened. Both men
000. The creditors are the American
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Grand Rapids, Ralamazoo, Battle Creek,

HOLLAND Y DEFEATED BY CAMP
CUSTER OFFICERS
Gamp
'

Way

Jackson and Detroit

Fast and Frequent Service

Ouster Officersquintet,team

Wisconsin University Stars, easily

defeated Holland
ing 36 to

19.

"Y"

Passenger Trains

Saturdayeven-

Local basket ball fans

had the chance of seeing one

of

best quintets in the

country

Limited All the Way- Every

the

action Saturday. At the start of

Two Hours

Freight Trains

the game, the local boys had a case of
Stage fright and the husky officers thru

Lv.

the Capt. Thompson soon had rung up
13 points. From that on the local boys

Holland 12:00 noon, delivery at Detroit next
morning

fought. The first healf ended with
Lv. Detroit at noon and reach Holland the next noon
Holland on the short end of a 17 to 5
waived examinationand were bound
Public Utilities company, Kelsey, BrewThough the Hupe College- Lecture score. The second half the "Y" quinover to circuitcourt on the charge of
er & Co. and the Elkhart Gas and Fuel
Course
management found it necesoary quintet did their work and made the
conspiracy.They were released under
company, and consented to the appoint
to make important last-minutechanges offieersfight for all their points.
bonds.
ment of a receiver. The petition was in regard to the Beu Greet performance
MEATS
Nederveld, Van Puttcn, Van Zoren and
The two young men are both 26
filed by Diekema, Kollen A Ten Cate.
WM.
VANDER
VEER, 162 E. MR
Thursday night the patrons were not Bouwman each registered a field basEnterprising
year* old end they are brothers-in-law.
The Holland City Gas company is a
Street.
For
choice
etealu, fowl*, •»
losers by the changes. Until late in ket for the "Y”, the second, half.
Viator had worked at the North Bide
game In season. Cltlxena Phone 104*
subsidiary of the American Public
the afternoon it waa planned to hold
The work of Captain Thompson, win
tannery for six years and he was fully
Utilities company, which owns substanthe
entertainment
in
Carnegie
Hall
but
DR. N. K. PRINCE
played
center for the army team was
familiar with the system of paying the
tially all of its bonds and stock.
waa
found
that
the
building
could
tho
bc?t
ever
seen
on
a
Holland
employees. It is alleged that the young
Veterinary Physicianand Burgeoa
It is set forth in the petition that not be properly heated and so Winants
floor.* He was all over, his dribbling
men had been planning the job for the
ATTORNEYS
AND
NOTARIES
Night Celle promptly attended to
the company has been operating at a
hapcl had to be used for the perform fooling the locals most of the time. DIEKEMA, KOLLEN A TEN CATE Phone 114$
past two weeks. They offered to take
Hplland Mich.
loss for several years owing to low
ance.
Thompson scored 24 of the 36 points
into partnership with them a “ stool
rates fixed in its franchise,and these
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
And this made it impossible for the made by his team. Camp Custer has
BANKS
pigeon," according to the latter’s story
Office over First State Bank. Both
losses have been so greatly increased
company to present "The Merchant of been beaten but once this year. DeTHE
FIRST
STATE BANK
who has himself been in (troublebe
141
in recent months owing to higher prices
CaptUl Stock p&id in .. ...... 60,001
Venice,” as advertised, the stage in troit Rayles doing the trick by two
fore. Because of a previous favor
announced Saturday.
Surplus &nd undividedprofits 60,000
the chapel not being large enough. So points. But they are booked at BatLOU IB H. OSTEKHOl b
shown him in connection with other
Depositors Security_____ _____ — 160,000
For tho present the company will con
"The Palace of Truth" was substitut tle Creek and the officers expect rePROSECUTING ATTORNEY
troubles by Justice Robinson, the
4 per cent interest paid on Umotinue to be operated as before, it was
ed, and it proved to be a strong pro- venge. The army quintet are to play Practice*in all State and Federal
"stool pigeon" revealed the plot to
deposits.
paid for coal and labor that the comCourts. Office in Coart House
duction.
the Great Lakes team, University of
Mr. Robinaon and was told to go ahead
Exchange ou all business centers
pany is not able to earn it« running er*
Michigan. domesticand foreign.
Tho Ben Greet Players are a com Chicago, and Marquette the coming Grand
and pretend that he was hand-in-glove
penses. Recently after notifying the
pany of stars, and tike deliciouscom week.
G. J- Diekema, Pres.
with the plotters.
city authoritiesat Holland that it could
MUSIO
J. W. Beardslee. V. Ft
edy of the old play waa ably brought Saturday evening, Feb. 9, Holland
At 11:15 Tuesday Victor and Oosternot continue to operate unless its revCook
Bros.
For
the
Utest
Popular
out. The audience showed its apprecia " Y" will meet the Grand Rapids "Y"
baan are said to have gone into a sa
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
songs and the beet In the music line
enues were increased,the petition conlion by generous applause and it
loon to stiffen their courage with
team at the High school Gym. This Citizens phone 1269. 37 East Eighth
Capital stock paid In... ______ $60,000
tinues, the company attempted to e*
doubtful if many regretted the substi will be the first time that the two "Y"
swig of whiskey. Then Victor went to
Street.
Additionalstockholder's liabiltaLlish higher rates. Tho city author
tution of "The Palace of Truth’’, for associationsever met. Holland is exchange his clothes §o he wouldn’tbe
ity ----------------60,000
ities immediatelyenjoined the collectthe Shakespeareplay.
recognized, and Oosterbaan went for
pecting to trim the Furniture City LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH Deposit or security......______ 190,000
ing of the proposed rates. It is stated
The palace of truth in the play is an quintet and a big crowd is expected at Scott-Lugers Lumber Co., River Avenue Pays 4 per cent interest on Saving*
the rig. Mr. Robinson and the police
by officers of the American Public Utili
Deposits
enchantedpalace in which all who en- the game.
and Sixth St.. Phons 1001
were in touch with the situation,unties company that the Holland com
DIRECTORS
ter
mimt
speak
the
literal
truth.
The
o
known to the actors in the little draUNDERTAKING
A. Vlscher, D. B. Keppel, Daniel Ten
pany has never contributed' anything to
courtiersin this enchanted palace wish
ma, and were trying to time things so
JOHN
8DYK8TRA,
40
EAST Cate, Geo. P. Hummer, D. P. Yntema,
its earnings and has been a source of
to flatter insincerely ns usual but inthat the job would be pulled off as
J. G. Rutger.
BEATS
EIGHTH Street.Citizens phone
loss.
stead they are forced to speak what
scheduled. Because of the fact howSTATE
1267-2r.
Under the receiverthe plant will conNEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
they actually think. The comic situaever that the telephone didn’t work at
tinue operations without interruption.
tions
that
result
from
such
unaccustomIn a fast and exciting contest the
a critical moment, the tannery rig got
PHYSICIANSAND SURGEONS
FRIS BOOK STORE
The question of rates will now beeomc
ed truth-speaking are many, and the high school basketball quintet defeat- J. J- Mersen, Corner Tenth and Cen- Books, Stationery, Bibles, New»>
ahead of the plotter’srig. Apparently
a matter for future judicialdeterminapapers, and Magazines
play was provided with a dramatic cli- e<L the Kazoo Normal five 35-13. The
tral Are. Citizens Phone
smelling a rat, Victor did not join Oostion.
30 W. 8th
Phone 174»
1416.
Beil
Phone
max
that
fully
made
up
for
the
lack
of
large score does not give a good idea of
terbaan in the rig but dived into an
Phones
action in the piece.
the ability of the Kazoo team. Theii
alley. The officers were hidden in the
DRUiJs^SiirH^DIF^ ^*
Mr. Cornel VanZanten and Theodore
DOE8BURG, H. R., DEALER I*
playing from the outset was fast and
watchman’s skanty at the P. M. track of Holland visitedwith D. C. Ver Hage
DE. A. LEENHOUTS
ZEELAND SOCIETY ELECTS
clean. Fisher, Kazoo center was the EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT DRUGS, medicine,paints, oils, toilet
and seeing that somethinghad miscar and B. Kroodema a few days. — Mr. and
articles-Imports and domestic
Istar of the game. Time and again this
ried they stopped Oosterbaanthen ai>d Mrs. Ed Van Zoeren and Marvin from
SPECIALIST
Zeeland and Mr. and Mis. John H. Van
cigars. Citizens phone 1291. 82 B.
Peters
Bldg.
lanky
center
caged
goals
from
diffithere, although the plan had been to
The annual electionof officers of the
Zoeren and Anna Ruth from Holland
Eighth Street
let him go ahead to the north aide road were over Sunday visitors at tho home Young Peoples Society of the First Re- cult angles of tho floor. The Holland Cor. Central Ave. and 8th 8t., Holland,
Michigan
where the job was to have been pulled of H. Van Zoeren.— Vriesland Cor.
formed church of Zeeland was held at team certainly showed itself to be n
MISS ' HELENE VeLGRDL-" * "
j
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OFFICE HOURS
Teacher of Ptaao
team
9 to 11 a. m.; 2 to 6 p. m. EvSningt^
Miss Cora Klooster of Holland, has
Cits. Phone 1460
that
knows
how
to
work
together.
The
chosen:
President,
Ralph
De
Haan:
The pistol found in Oosterbaan ’s rig
Tues. and Sats., 7:30 to 9.
been visiting with different relativesin
Residence 107 Weet 19th Bt
was one that he had been in the habit this locality during the past two weeks. vice-president, Mflan Huyser; secre- passing of the local team was superb
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS
of using to shoot cattle with during Miss Klooster is a teacher in one of tary, Nellie Leenhouts; treasurer, Hen- and fast. Kazoo outplayedHolland
5SS5S5
his string Ibutcher days. Oosterbaan the Public ecbools of Holland, and as ry Middlehook. Harry Derks who was during the first ten minutes of play, TYLER VAN LAND EG END, Dealer
. v Dr. James O. Scott
formerly vice-presidentof the society, but when Holland finally settled down In Windmills, Gasoline Engines.
Dentist
Pomps and Plumbing Supplies. Cits.
Honrs: 8 to 18 a. m. 1 to 6 p- m.
has recelty left for Wuhimrtoi where to work, Kazoo waa outclassed entirephons 1038. 49 Wsst 8th Stmt
IS East Bfhtk Bt
he enlistedin the forestry department, ly.
ior the purpose of
Grove Cor.

dlaftlse.

tho chapel. The following officers were scoring machine,as well as

a

-
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-
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Me

OF
GOAL CONFISCATED

Nell Van Patten, ali&« Patrick
Elder Day pastor of the Weeleyan FOUR OARS
0f the BritUh-Oanadian
recruiting church, is very seriouslyill.
—
- , mission spoke at the noonday lunch . The memberg 0( the W. R. C. and of
meeting of the Builders’ and Traders A c Vau Kgalte Pogt declared Hatur- H. P. ZWBMER LOBES TWO DC INDVTILOEt BIOS, t WIKLAIi FUtLIfllPI . pxc,),ftni?ejn tjje A. of C. building at
day that they wish publicly to thank
IANA AND TWO IN MICHBoot A Kramer Olds.. 8th street Holland. MIc' (irand Rapids yesterday.
the manager of the Knickerbockerfor
IGAN
Mr. G. J. Mulder of the Holland his hospitality. Recently the members
Furnace Company is the representative q! these two organization were inatl &O per year with a discount of Mr u
There seem to be other communities
in Allegan county for that proaperoui vited guests of Mr. Ogden at a Knickpayinv in advanre. Rates of Advertising
concern. He last week established his erbocker performance.
that need coal even more than Holland,
known upon applicationoffice in the read of the Vahue newsMrs. Arthur A. Visscher, Miss Wil- according to H. P. Zwemer, local coal
stand in Allegan.
helmina Van Raalte, B. D. Keppel, dealer. Mr. Zwemer received word
Kotereri as second-class matter at tne post
Every pullet and young hen sold for Gertrude C. Keppel and Mrs. B. J. De
•Ace at Holland. Mich Iran, under the act oi food this winter means a reduction of Vries, of Holland, were visitors on Wednesday announcingthat two cars
enjoy this real
'jaccrcM March. 1W7.
from five to twelve dozen eggs in the January 31it at the big exhibit of of coal that were on the way to his
potentialegg supply of next spring and SouthernCalifornia products maintain yards hero have been confiscatedat
Burley cigarette. It’s
summer.
ed free to the public in the Los An Gibson, Indiana, by the Indiana Hargeles
Chamber
of
Commerce.
They
alSome thermometersin Holland regisbor Belt line, and two other cars of
full of flavor— just as good
tered as low as 24* below zero Monday so attended the lectures and moving
Zwemer
’s coal have been taken at Bennight, are the reports handed in Tues- pictures that are a part of the daily
as
pipe.
program. The exhibit is the largest of ton Harbor by the fuel administration.
day.
any in the country maintained by a
While regrettingthe loss of the coat
Chester Van Tongeren, son of H. Van
commercialorganization.Before re- Mr. Zwemer took it philosophically
Tongeren, is now in Florida. He enturning home they expect to visit sevlisted some time ago in the Quarter“It seems they need it more than we
eral of the many other places of intermaster’s department.
est in Southern California.—Bulletin of do," he smiled; “at least nobody has
is
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Pruim entertain- Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce.
confiscationof coal shows again that
There are two legal holidays In Feb- ed at their home in Zeeland Monday
Ex-Mayor Henry Brusse is home local dealers are doing their best to get
toasted;
the taste
ruary. February 12, which this year night in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
falls on Tuesday, is Lincoln’s birthday, Pruim, who will make their home in from a four weeks' Eastern trip in the fuel to Holland but are having their
delicious.
and February 22, which arrives on Fr- Lansing, where Mr. Pruim has accepted interests of his firm. He attended Mon- suffered actual want here yet." The
day, is Washington’*birthday.If the the management of the furniture de- day night’s meeting of the Board of
Police and Fire Commissionersand as full share of difficulties.
toasting improves the flavor
Garfield holidays are continued for the partment of the Afbaugh Dept, store.
it happend, all the members of the
Moadays of February, we will have in
Invitations were issued Tuesday by Board, the council committee and both JAN. 1918 HIT
it’s the
February six workless days, a whole
G. J. Diekema to the marriage of his chiefs of Police and Fire departments
week.
TO
with tobacco exactly.
daughter Marguerite to Mr. John Man- were present, not a member, whose
Little Helen Graham who has been ly Rodger of Chicago. The marriage is
duty it is to be there, was absent.
quite ill with bronchial pneumonia is to take place on Saturday evening,
Star of Bethlehem, Chapter No. O. E. DATA FURNISHED BY BUREAU
out of danger and nearly well.
Feb. 23, at 8:30 o'clock at Hope church.
8. will hold their regular meeting in the
SHOWS FIRST MONTH THREATBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
This unprecedented winter may have Chapter rooms Thursday evening. All
ENED RECORDS
Evans of the North Side— a son.
as phenomenaala closingas it had a be- meirtbersare urged to be present.
The Ladies Aid societyof Pine Creek ginning; for a sudden thawing of tho
The Knights of Pythias will meet
a branch of the Lakeshorechurch, has snow, with rain, would make excessive Thursday evening.The third rank will Far Below Normal; Mora Snow on tho
donated 111-50 to the Ottawa County floods which would be all the more dis- be conferred and all members are reGround Than Ever
Red Cross. This society haJ planned to astrous because of the heavy ice that quested to be present.
Before.
meet for work during the winter but would be borne down stream against
Relatives in Holland have received a
the state of the roads prevented it. As bridges, dams and flumes. This has al- cablegram announcing the safe arrival
January came near establishing itsoon as the weather permits they will ready been the experience of dwellers in France of James I>e Kraker of this
along the Ohio river. The floods from citv.
organize and meet regularly.
self as the coldest January in the histhe Holland Y. M. C. A. will meet tory of the U. 8. Weather Bureau staThe Young Men’s and Young Wom- the West Virginia and Kentucky moun
en’s societies of the Central Avenue tains have caused some loss of life and the Grand Rapids Y team here Satur- tion at Grand Haven, which covers a
Christian Reformed church surprised severe loss of porperty. The line of day night at 8:30 in the High school
period of 47 years. The month just
their pastor, the Rev. B. H. Einink, danger extends from Pittsburg to gymnasium. Every one who saw the
Cairo.
Hppe quintet play Grand Rapids Y closed just missed the record, having
Thursday evening and presented him
The marriageat Grand Haven of knows the kind of a team they have. been surpassed in frigid temperature by
with a beautiful rocker. Mrs. Eini ik
was presented with a basket of flowers. Miss Ruth Wintemuteand Clarence B. Come out and see a real basket ^>all January, 1912. There will, however,
Hutty took place Saturday evening at game, after work.
A fine program was rendered.
be no serious disappointmentin thi*
The Robekah lodge has donated the St. John’s chapel, the Rev. John Ferinfa«t and it will be pretty generally
following articles to the local Red ga officiating.The bride is instructor
agreed
by people in the middle state*
of
domestic
science
at
Akeley
hall. Mr.
Cross: one quilt, seven woolen dresses,
Hutty
is
the
eldest
son
of
the
late
F.
that
it
has been cold enough tor all
two petticoats,one underwaistand
one cap. T hese articles were not only A. Hutty, ex-postmaster of Grand Hapurposes.
made by the lodge but the material was ven. Mr .and Mrs. Hutty went to
W. J. Schnurbuschobserver in
Grand Rapids on their honeymoon and
donated by them also.
Ronald Rosy and Harry Orr of the
charge
of the Grand Haven weather
where Mr. Hutty enlisted in the gov- Star Auto Co. left Thursday night for
[Muskegon harbor, open winters for
ernment school of telegraphy.Mrs. Hutbureau,
has compiledhis statisticsfor
Chicago where they will take in the
years through the tri weekly trips of
ty will return to her duties at Akelev
the
mouth
of January, 1917, at that
Auto
show.
From
there
they
will
go
the GoodrichtiearcerAlabama, will bo
Hall.
to Racine Wis., to visit the Hone Shoe station.
closed for the fitet time in a de-aie
Plans for rearranging the Hotel company plant and later will visit the
until the breaking up of the ice next
The mean temperature for the month
spring because of the recent breakdown Pantlind at Grand Rapids preparatory packard plant at Milwaukee.
Oyrt Guaranteed by
was
but 13 degrees as compared to 23
to May 1, are being considered.It is
Mr. and Mrs. John Cook went to
of the steamer.
probablethat the cafeteria on Lyon Muskegon Thursday morning.
degrees in January, 1917. The total
Practically all of the farmers thruStreet side will be expanded to take in
Miss
Angie
Westvelt, with the law precipitationfor January was 2.99 ins.
out this section say that the present the present bar room and an ice cream
Robinson, spent as compared to 1.35 ins. in January,
heavy snowfall is a lifeaaver to the and soft drink parlor will be establish- firm of Visscher
wheat crop, which has suffered some ed. Apparentlythe hotel proprietors Monday with her parents at Fennville. 1917 The month was a cloudy one alto
damage because of the extreme cold hove little hope that the new liquor Mrs. John Luxen of Muskegon was a and the record shows but five clear
weather without much snow on the fight, scheduled for this fall will prove week end visitorwith friends in this
city ,the gnest of Dr. and Mrs. D. J. days in January, six partly cloudy days
ground. The snow covering in most successful.
Cook.
and 20 cloudy days.
fields now is sufficient to protect the
Herman De Boer of Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. John Bloemendal of
wheat from any further damage, and
The total snow fall for the month
Orange City, la., are spending a few
the prospects for an average crop, ro well known in Holland, died Sunday
amounted
36.3 inches, which is also
morning at his home in Or. Rapids as days with Mr. and Mrs. B. H"izenga
far as this section of the state is connearly
a
record.
January,1893 had a
and
family
in
this
city.
a result of heart failure. He was discerned, are materially brighter than
Herbert
Stanaway
of
the
second total of 36.5 inches. The greatest avtrict manager of the Eureka Coffee Co.
they were before the big blizzard.
of New York and often visited Hol- drift district of Ottawa Co., left Tues- erage depth of the snow on tne earth
Service on the Allegan branch of the
land in the interestsof this concern. day to become a member of the signal
at any time during the month was 23.4
"ENDS TIRE TROUBLES'
Pere Marquette was restoredFriday
He was 43 years old. The funeral as corps at Fort Leavenworth,Kas.
whea three engines and a snow plow held Wednesday at two o’clock at
inches
on
the
28th.
This
is
the
greatBenj. Hamm and Wm. Wagner left
-opened the line which had been blocked
the home, M3 Fremont Ave., Grand Monday for Saginaw where they will est average depth of snow the rs:ords
Tnce Saturday. A derailed engine on Rapids.
attend a convention of the ice cream of the local office show on the ground
the main line near New Richmond
Allegan realestate transfers ’record manufacturersof the state. In the at one time, since available,beginning
blocked traffic for 12 hours Friday and
the
transferringof a ten acre farm of same building a convention of the in 1890.
the midnight train to Grand Rapids
dairy men will be held. Both have
backed up to the Holland station at 13 Henry Valkema, near Fennville to G. large displays.
During the past month, in fact since
J. Diekema,George E. Kollen & Daniel
o’clock so as to give the hungry pasG.
Duthleo
and
son
Derk
of
Grand
December
24, 1917, the temperature
Ten Cate for $1 and other considerate
sengers breakfast.
tions. Also a ten acre farm from Bur- Rapids were the guest* of Mr. R. has been below normal every single day
Miss Marie Knapp who, has been ser- ton Harringtonof Fennville to Henry Zeerip Monday. Mr. Zeerip is confinTalk No. 3; Questions and Answers
which is most unusual so far aa steady
iously ill for the past two months with Valkema for II and other considera- ed to his home on account of illnea*.
Mae Niewold and Bertha Huizenga and prolongedlow temperatures are
typhoid fever and pneumonia is now tions; also a farm of Arthur W. Jack7. Does Essenkay Increase Tire Mileage— and How?
returned
Saturday from Grand Rapids concerned. •
rapidly recovering.
son to Gerrit Kooiker at Fennville for
Answer:— The record shows that Essenkay filled tires frequently
where they visited a few days with
13,000.
December, 1917, and the month just
The Century Club will meet next
Mr. and Mrs. J. Oom. Mrs. Oom was
run from 18,000 to 20,000 miles before the material Is transferred to
Monday evening at the home of Mr.
There were 385 persons in Michigan formerly Miss Lucy Brouwer of this passed taken together created a total
new casings, as against 3,000 to 6,000 for pneumatic tires. A tire la
and Mrs. C. J. Lokker.
deficiencyin temperature of 632 dewho died of tuberculosisduring Decem- city.
only as strong as its weakest part. Tires deteriorate from punctures
Mr. and Mrs Herman Kappenga of grees which is an average of 10.2 deand" “blow-outs" not from wear; GET THIS POINT CLEARLY IN
Babe Woldring, the star Holland base ber; pneumonia took 404 and eancer
MIND.
ball artist, froze his face while load- 184. These are the three dreaded dis- 87 East 17th street, who have spent grees per day below normal which is
eases causing more fatalitiesthan all the week in Zeeland with relativesreing lumber at Waverly Monday.
unusual.
How often have you beard motorists make the boast— “That right
the rest taken together.There were in turned home (Saturday.
Marius Mulder had his nose frozen the state 34 suicides; 13 murders; 14
By months, January, 1918, is tho
front tire has run over 5,000 miles without a puncture;"but when yo«
Miss Irene YanZanten of Holland is
while going home from work Monday. deaths from street ear; 19 auto and 26 visiting with Mr. and Mrs. C. DeKos- tenth consecutive month that the teminquire about the left front wheel, he replied, “Oh, it ran only 3,000
miles." If it were possible to rid air-filled tires of “punctures’and
Private Benjamin Laman, student at railroad deaths. Seven persons died ter.— Zeeland Record.
perature has been below normal ,and
“blow outs" and keep them pumped up always to the exactly correct
Hope college, now at Camp Custer, has from drowning in December.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Regenmor the highest temperaturerecorded durpressure, they would last three or four times as long as they now do.
bees advanced to corporal in the EngThe furniture men of Grand Rapids ter who have been visitingin Iowa for ing the entire month was only 32.5 deineer’scorps.
a
few
weeks
have
returned
home.
are planning to buy a eoal mine joint8. How Does Essenkay Ride?
Andrew Klomparens of tho Holland grees on. the morning of the 25th. The
A widow, at Allegan, named Saw- ly to .prevent any future coal shortyer lost five of her fattest Plymouth ages for their respective plants. It Furnace Co. was in Grand Haven on lowest temperaturewas 11 below zero
Shocks are absorbed by Essenkay in a way which eliminates rebund
Rock hens last meatless day. The rob- seems that the joint purchase of a rail business Friday.
which is also within 3 degrees of the
much more effectivelythan air-filledtires can possiblydo. If you ride
Miw Jeanette Westvecr is visiting absolute lowest for January.
bers no daubt were Hooverizing.
road to the mine is also a verv essenfirst in an air equipped car and then in an Essenkay protected car, ovtf
railroador street car tracks, etc., you will at once realize how much
The Standard Grocery A Milling Co. tial consideration. The i.lan is to sup- her sister, Mrs. G. J. Hekhuis at Waupun, Wis., who is very ill.
easier riding Essenkay seems than air under these conditions.You
has received a telegram from Clarkson ply 8 cars of fuel in the winter and
Mayor Vandersluis was in Grand RlFLE clu bto
Rollins, Cpunty food administrator,an- five in the summer daily.
will miss the “rebound." In fact, if you stand at a city street corRapids Wednesday on business connectner and watch the cars crossing the street car tracks, yon can easily
nouncing that for the present rve flour
The Michigan Agriculturalcollege ed with the fuel situation.
will be counted in as one of the subdistinguish the Essenkay-equipped
cars from the others by the absence
forestry department Is preparing for
AttorneyCharles H. McBride was m
stitutesfor wheat flour, and that reof the “rebound"on cars with Essenkay filled tires.
The annual meeting of the ifolland
it annual sale of tree and shrubhores Grand Rapids Wednesday on business.
tailers may for the present sell flour
The varietiestffered will be chi'fiv
Mrs. August Heuer of this city re- Rifle club will be held this evenon the foilwing basis: four pounds of
Norway jack and yellow pine, Norway turned from a southern trip where she ing in the board of trade rooms in the
flour to one pound of substitutes.
and western spruce,silver maple, white visited her son in Jacksonville, Fla.
The Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton ash, butternut,walnut, red oak, vellcw She also visitedWest Palm Bench and city hall for the purpose of electing
new officers for the coming year. There
Chapter D. A. R. will hold its regular
called on Mrs. J. A. Vander Veen and
February meeting Thursday afternoon. wdHws^ 1>0X eI<1< r’ ,iackbcrr>’ an'1 ,,ow daughter Kathryn.
will be considerableother business
General
CONKLIN, MICH.
February 14, instead of on Ftf.ruarv 7
transacted at this meeting and all the
Although petitionsfor city offices do
as announced in the rear book. The
P. S. Read my Essenkay talks every week.
not have to be in before 4 o’clock on
sixty members of the club are expectmeeting will be at the home of Mrs.
Tuesday, February 26. Fred Wise is aled
to
be
on
hand
for
the
purpose
of
DIE IN OFFICE
F. J. Cougleton, West 14th 8t.
ready fli ng one for the office of constataking part in the discussions. This
Accordingto advices from the west, de of the Fifth ward and Alderman
There seems to be a signular fatalievening’s meeting
depend
Ben Richardson, a former resident of Dobben for re-electionas alderman of
ty among the holders of the office of
Allegan county, narrowly escaped the same ward.
the general policy of the club during of twenty and it now has 60 members. Michigan on March 18 In many itaiet
registerof deeds of Allegan county.
death because of the explosion of a
the coming months.
The Ground Hog saw its shadow at
The aim is to secure one hundred for it has already taken place. The Michboiler in a shinglemill. He was blown
4 minutes to 9 Saturday morning. Six Within the past twenty-five years four
The United States government has the coming season. Membership can
through a roof into the river and his
weeks more of winter. Don’t be dis- men holding the place have died In of- taken a new interest in these local rifle
igan Division for several wfieki post
fellow workman was killed.
be taken out at the meeting tocouraged for it will take more than six fice. They were Messrs. Nahum Oilhas been extremelybusy getting the
The offices of the Farmers’Mutual weeks for nature to get rid of this bert, Edward Eggleston, Solomon S. clubs throughoutthe country. In the night.
state
organized so completely that the
pack
of
snow.
early
rush
of
war
preparations
the
rifl)
fire insurance company of Allegan and
Fox, and now Mr. 8. L. Conrad. Withregistration
can be carried on without
Ottawa counties, located in the First
clubs
were
compelled
to
give
np
most
Holland isn 't in it onweather. Paul
OF
National bank block at Allegan, are van Vulpen, living at Central Perk in the past forty years these are the of their rifles^ because the government
a hitch as eoon as it begins.
IS BIG
undergoing extensive repairs and redec- found that his thermometer had regis- only men who have died during their
needed them in the training of the
For the use of the women whs thru-oratlon and the busine« was just about tered 30 below zero Friday. This was officialincumbency,wHh the exception
troope that flooded to the colors when
•oipendedfor the week.
in the wind off Black lake.
WILL
BE
ONE
OF
FIRST
JOBS
OF
out the state of Mlichigan are to act
George R. Smith, who died soon after
the call to arms came. But now that
Mr. Stanley Deacon announced by
as registrarswhen the women of this
NEW HOLLAND OROANIDick Heeringa received a telegram becomingsheriff.It is within the powthings have gotten into their stride in
wire to Prof. Nykerk Tuesday that he Friday from San Francisco announcing
state register for war service,n comer of the board of supervisors to meet
'ZATION
will not be able to meet his classes in that his son, Gerrit Heeringa, had died
war preparations,many of the rifles
plete and comprehensivemanual for
muaic at Hope collegethis week. Mr. in that city. No detailed report has and fill this vacancy; but no one will will be released. The prospects are
Deacon cannot get here on account of yet been received.
be inclined to ask them to do so, and
the registrarshas been printed by the
that during the coming months the lo- Registration Throughout Stats
the railroad tieup. He expects to be
the
board
certainly
would
averse
to
Women’s Defense Committee under
MUs Beatrice and William ficidelman
Michigan Will Begin On
cal club will be well supplied by the
be here next week.
entertained forty of their friends Sat- taking such action. Mr. Conrad had
March 18.
whose auspices the registrationis to bo
government.
The Wayland condensarywas forced urday night at a dancing party in the
named his wife ns his deputy. She can
made. The manual gives explicitinDuring the past year the local club
to shut down recently for lack of ears ball room of their home. Favors and
in which to ship their product. They buffet luncheon helped make the even- legallyperformedthe duties of the of- has been doing splendid work. Few
One of the first big tasks that will structionsto registrarstogether with
fice to the end of the term for which
make a carload per day. In December ing one of gayety and pleasure.
of the members when they joined knew confront the Holland chapter of the apt illustrations. These manuale are
this ropnnv paid milk producers |89,The W. R. C. tea that was to have her husband was elected; that is, to thi much of anythingabout shooting, but Woman's Committee, Michigan Diviv being sent out to the chairmen of the
274J7.
been held on February 0 at the home end of the present year. Mr. Conrad at the close of the season many of them ion, Council of NationalDefense,or- registrationof the various units to bo
The war department has assigned of Mrs. Nick Hofsteen, 158 West 14th would have been subject to renominaheld records that did credit to veter- ganized here Saturday will be the reg- distributedby them among tha women
Oipt. James Ossewaarde,formerly of street has been postponed until Feb.
tion this year. Therefore the office wil1
istrationof the women of Holland. who are to act as registrars.It ii realans in the art.
ZMlaad as army chaplain to the 21it 20th owing to other meetings that will
be open to competition by candiates
Infantry at San Diego, Oalif.
• interfere.
The club etarted with a aemberthip This registrationwill begin thruout ly the text book for tho registran.
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<S* Girl

tutted to notice that she had thanked tal problem to worry out, of walking
up and down a room and lighting one
the God In whom she did not believe.
The Are had gained too much head- cigarette after another.I am reckless
way to be checked. All the efforts of with matches."
Then perhaps, after all, Walter had
the volnnteer department and the small
engine were directed toward saving not done It!
The car climbed slowly. Ward kept
the church. For a time It seemed aa If
his
eyes straight ahead. Elinor cost
Saint Jude’a must go.
Elinor watched the destruction. It little shy glances at his profile.

Who

Neus

PAGE

It dawned even on Talbot after a
time that her solicitudewns for none
of them. When he realizedIt, at last,

RAISE RATE OR

advisor of the gas company /or

SHUT PLANT DOWN
WAS ALTERNATIVE

he hat back with folded arms and
frowning brows. Hen* was mockery,

m»A
many

years, be said, but at the tame time ha

was as much

iterestc-!

as acyor.e

i^.

seeing the gas service in Holland tan-*
(Continued from til Ptf«)

for sure; old Hilary’sdaughter, reared

0 fthe

ft»i*l that

tinned. He cited manufacturingeour--

a whole city would be

pames in Hnllanl that depend almosi*.
on pure violence, and In love with a
inconvenienced by the losing down ot
entirely on gas for keeping their conparson!— old Hilary’s daughter and
the plant ,thc court was reluctant t»sueeessor, defying the band In Its
cerns going, and he pointed out that
hour
of
need, and quoting a divine take this step, preferring rather to hundreds of people would -be thrown
"You
said
you
had
something
to
seemed as though a band had fastened
give the people of Holland an opportrust. In extenuation!
•
Itself around her chest. Then she saw worry
out of work if the gas company should
In view of her attitude, there seemed tunity to pay for the time being a
He
drew
a
long
breath.
Ward. He was on the ridge-poleof the
be shut down, to say nothing of th«
"I have had an offer to go to New to be nothing to do.
higher rate and have gas instead of
church roof with a hatchet. Th# rldgo"We’ll give It up. of course." said Stirling to the lower rate and be inconvenience- it would cauic in the
pole was burning slowly. She could York to a big church. It’s rather a
homes of Uo'lxod.
Lethbridge, after n pause.
wonderfulopportunity."
see him chopping.
1 without gas.
Aid. Prins declared 1c was afraid
There
had
never
been
any
drinking
Elinor made no sign except to clutch
From that time she never took her
There wns no ••ha nee to delay the
In
old
Hilary’s
house.
Only
abstainher
hands
ns
they
lay
ungloved
In
her
that
the arrangementwas a scheme *•
eyes away from him. Other men were
ers were ever taken Into the band. But urnttcr because the coal situation is the part of the gas company to get
there. She did not see them. She saw lap.
"Then you will he leaving— us?"
It was the custom of the two older men such that in order to keep supplied it
only Ward battling on the ridge-pole,
what it wanted. It was answered that.
to remain nt the table over their cigars, is neccessary to keep after it. The
"No,"
he
said.
"I
shall
not
he
leaving
and high above on the steeple the
Judge Sessions is representing the eltjr
you."
giving Walter and Elinor a half-hour trustees' were unwilling to go to exsturdy cross of his faith.
fully ns much as the gas company tad
"You like It here?"
together. That night, when Elinor pease of 'buying a large supply of coal
Once the men on the street below
that he would not be a paity to any
"Very much." He turned and looked rose from the table. Huff, although he
turned the full force of the hose on
'at a high price that would not be used.
(C«tTri*k—Moor ftohoniUMkn)
scheme as suggested; moreover that
down
at her. It was unwise. He real- rose with the others, made no move
him. She saw him reel, saw him reAnd if they did not get n supply now
8YNOP8IA
ized that at once. So frail she looked, to follow her. She looked back from
the present arrangementwas not ang*
cover himself by a miracle.
so softly, tenderly feminine! And be- the doorway, a slim, almost childish there was grave ihmger that the com gested by the gas company and tkat
CHAPTER -Old Hilary Klnfiton. The fire glare died Into the dawn. cause he knew that, after the night, figure, with beseeching eyes.
|pnuy would run out of coal, ainee their
that company had nothing to do wRb
tartlnt with Soclallim,drift! Into an- Saint Jude’s was saved. Behind It In
he had not yet got controlover himself,
"You must all try to think kindly of 1 is only about n week's supply on hand. it. Mr. Prins itiil objected that hr
archy. and cathera round him In the hall
Its
park
the
charred
skeleton
of
the
above the vlllaae of Wofllnchama band
the merest hand clasp ns she got out of me." she said wistfully. "I enre for So the decision had to be made last
of accompUaheddeaperadoeawho rob parish house showed how thoroughly
was afraid to set the franebiae aside.
the rich, Incite aedltlona and arm the re- young Huff had done Ws work. Not the machine was all he dared. Hut at you as much ns I ever did. Yon are nil night oue way or another.
But it was replied that the eoaae3
bellteua Hla motherleeedaughter, Elinor,
the top of the steps Elinor turned.
I have, you three. It la only that I—
Mayor Vandcraluin, the city attorH ralaed to flne living and wrong think- untl] Ward had descended safely to the
was
not doing that since the fraaebiie
"You
will
never
know
Just
how
sorry
have
been
thinking."
Inc, to no law and no Chrlat.
street did Elinor relax.
ney, Mr. Diekema for the Gas com
had already been set aaide temporarily
I am," she said, and went through her
For the first time since the organiCHAPTER n-In an attack on the AgWard found her sitting In one of the
[•any, E. I*. Stephan and other interzation of the bond, there was quarreland that for the time being, there !»
mlaa bank meaaenger, old Hilary la chairs along the pavement, her hair garden to the house.
killed but la not auapectedof complicity.
From that Friday morning until the ing that night In old Hilary’s paneled ested parties were invited to Grand no franchise,the company being operBoroday biinga the body home to the still In Its long braid, her feet thrust
evening of the following day Elinor library. At the end of an hour Walter Rapids yesterday by Judge Besaions to
hall.
ated under court order.
Into slippers,her eyes red from long
was quite alone.
Huff flung out of the door, white with talk the situation over informally.
CHAPTER III— Ward, aaalatantrector
Aid. Dykstra dbjeeted that to kit*
of St. Jude'a, makea a call of condolence staring.
Hour after hour she spent pacing the fury. He stumbled throtigh the gar- They spent most of the day going into
on Elinor, who conaentato have her fathThe
fire engine was being dragged terrace, looking down Into the valley.
it looked like taking advantageof airden toward t^e garage, mutteringas the question and decided on the action
er burled from 8t. Jude'a In the odor of
aanctlty. The chief of police recognltea away. The cTowd had dispersed.
emergency to establish the fact Hat:
On Friday night, unable to sleep, she he went In the rose alley he met ElBoroday and la auaplcloua.
presented to the council last night.
Ward, blackened and depressed, was threw a negligee over her shoulders inor.
gas cannot be manufactured at less''
Hugh Wilson, of the Grand Rapids
CHAPTER IV— After the funeral the surveying the ruins with a heavy heart and went down to her garden. The
than $1.25 and that later it would.'
"I was waiting for you," she said
band meet at the hall and agree to go on
Trust Co., was present last night at
village slept quietly, but there was a simply.
aa before.Elinor acting In her father'a He turned and saw the girl.
give the company a leverage whereby
atead. Huff aaka Elinor to marry him
Just at first he was not sure of her. light In Ward’s small window near the
the meeting and he sketched the aitun
Huff stood before her, and the anger
and ahe conaenta,though ahe doea not He was always seeing b«T, mentally.
they could show that if the receiver*
church. She remained on the terrace left his face.
love him. Boroday la arreated and threattion in a comprehensivereview for the
could not make it for lesa the
ened.
Then he went toward her, his hand until the light was extinguished.
"You’re the one thing In all the benefit of the aldermen. The receiver company could not be expected to do
CHAPTER VI.
out.
At dinner that Saturday Boroday’s
"You see." he said, "what an honr empty place cast a gloom over the world I felt sure of." Hla voice was he declared, was merely acting as eus- so. Mr. Dykstra ’a argument waa that
' todian of the property under the dlSo great had the urgency of Boro- may bring forth!" And then, "You meal. Walter Huff came a little late. heavy with despair.
conditions arc abnormal now, beeauaw
"I’ve been thinking about Boro- rection of the court. This euatodian
day's position become that the band reckleas child, here In slippers !”
Under the ease of his greeting there
of the coal situation,and hejdid not'
met at the hall on Thursday of the
"I saw you on the roof," said Elinor, wns o touch of uneasiness as he met day—"
i having no interestone way or another
wish to give moral atrengthto the
"Elinor, how far have things gone
week after the country-clubaffair. barely able to articulate. "Once I Elinor's eyes. When the servants left
the controversy lie tween the city
company's
contention. The aasuranee
Lethbridge was to get his Instructions ; thought you had fallen."
the room, Talbot leaned forward to between you and this man at SL and the gas company, could not be exJude’s?"
*
of
the
c^urt
was merely repeated that
Talbot wished to discuss his prospect.
'They nearly got me. It's rather sod, Walter.
pected to take money out of its own
She
recoiled,
After dinner, the night being warm, Isn’t It?” He stood, bareheadedIn the
the
raisf
would
in no way be allowed,
"Now tell us about It," he said.
pockets by manufacturinggas for the
they had their coffee on the terrace.
cool dawn, and surveyed the ruin.
"I hardly know him."
to prejudice the city’s case.
Huff was frankly triumphant, but he
city of Holland at a loss. Hence, unA summer storm had come up. All
People meet great crises simply.
"You think about him."
still avoided Elinor’s eyes.
After some more discussion the reaeat once a flash threatened Saint
She tried to find some word of symder the directionof the court, the cusShe
looked
down
Into
the
valley.
"It’s working out exactly ns I knew
lution granting the raise wfcs made toy
Jude's.
pathy to say, hut what was there, poor It would." he explained. "Having once
"I think of the things he stands for. todian, he said, would either close the
Huff leaped to his feet.
child? She knew the true Inwardness had a parish house they cannot do It Just seems to me that, when a man plant or it would continue to operate Alderman Lawrence and secondedby
Tve got It !” he said. "What Is It of that disastrous night. So, with pa- without It. The vestry carried only like that, not n dreamer at all, but hu- at such a rale as would pay for the Aid. Vandcr List. It passed by exactly enough votes, namely seven.
they call the big building back of the thetic eyes, she turned away.
about a third enough Insurance.And man and— and keen, when he believes actual operating expenses.
Til go home now," she said. "I saw there’sanother point In our favor— the all that he does—’’
church?"
..... o
City Attorney Me Bride went into
None of the men knew. It was, as a the glare— I—" Quite suddenly her rector’s away. He’s got rheumatism. "It was Word on the ridge-pole,the
SEE THE AUTOMOBILB SHOW
the legal phases of the situation,as
matter of fact, the parish house. Leth- lips trembled. T should like to help They are going to take up an additional one who nearly fell?"
FEBRUARY 18 TO FEBRUARY 2^
bridge, however, knew its function.
you with the new building."
suring
the aldermen that its case
"Yes."
purse to send him to Baden-Baden."
"Fine prospectthat!" he drawled.
"Fine!" said Ward heartily. "We’ll
"And you were frightened?"
against the gas company would in no
"When?"
"That’s where the Sunday school Is get to that before long."
You owe it to yooraelf to keep in
"It made me sick. I—"
i 'Tomorrow morning. And tomorrow
wise be prejudiced by railing the
held, and where they keep the plated
"If you had fallen — ”
Quite suddenly he crushed her to rates temporarily. He said the gas touch with automobile progreta.
being Sunday, the assistantrector, Eliknives and forks for the church supHe was not listening.It came to her nor’s friend, will have It In charge un- him. It was os If he meant to drive
.Straightthinkingmen realise that-r
company in entirelyout of the present
then how far apart they were. To her
pers."
away this harrier between them by
til Monday morning."
today
the automobile is absolutely e*
arrangement,and that the court Ini
"It’s a darned flne building," said his fallingwould have been an end of
T shall warn him," said Elinor sud- sheer force of his love for her. But.
seutial
to business and domestic life..
Huff. "What would they do If It burned all things; to him, It would have meant
although she held up her face for his given the aasudaneetbit the raise in
denly.
As
one
prominentmanufacturerha*
the beginning of a useful eternity.
down?"
There was silence for a moment. Tal- kiss, he released her as suddenly, rate will establishno principleor preThey were too unfamiliar with
"If yon wait a little, Fll run around bot smlhnl. Lethbridge looked astound- without It.
said:
"Take
the telephone, the wirecedent on which the gas company can
church affairs to hazard a guess. Eli- and get my car and take you up."
"You’re crazy about him," he said at any time in the future establish a less and the automobile out of our liv*
ed. Huff, bending forward with bis
nor, who had been sittingsilent, sudShe sat down again, obediently.She arms out before him on the table, con- thickly. "I’m not blind. I’ll get him
es and wc retrograde 50 years.”
claim to a higher price for gas.
denly voiced an objection to Huffs un- was glad to he with him a littlelonger. fronted Elinor squarely.
for this!"
Without a ear you are at an ec<zAttorneyC. E. Ward of Grand RapUntil recently,the work of the band
spoken plan.
"That’s It, is It?" he said.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
ids, associated with the city in its ease nomic disadvantage— you are overlook"There must be some other Wfay," had always seemed a vague abstrac"I asked you not to do— what yon
against the gas company, reiterated ing one of the most vital utilitiee la
she said. "The children— they have tion. Now one of Its resultslay before have done. The children used It all
FOR FREEDOM
sewing classes and entertainments for her. And there were other things fresh the time. They played basketball there.
some of the pointa made by Mr. Me modern life. Hundreds of western
the children there. It’s the parish In her mind— old Hilary, dead of his Besides, my wish should mean someBride. He also assured the aldermen Michigan people will be buying ear*Our allies all agree
revolt against law, and lying In state
house.”
that its case with the company would every day.
thing to you."
All nations must be free
"If lightningstruck the parish house before an altar erected to a God he had
Huff shrugged his shoulders.
From guns death reign.
in no wise be affected toy the present
You can follow their lead witboot i»
tonight—" Huff said quite eagerly. not recognized.And Ward, watching
"If I had burned a tenement full of And while the might holds sway,
arrangement.He further declared the least handicapping the government*
•This is Thursday. By Sunday morn- her windows and thinking her the emOur country boys obey
people—"
that Judge Sessions had given the as- or interfering with the praiseworthy
ing they would be taking up a whack- bodimentof what a woman should be.
And rush to arms today
, "A man was nearly killed. He was
Over her bitternessrose a hot wave
surance that the ease between the gas tendency towards conservation.
ing big collection to rebuild It.”
Freedom
to
gain.
on the ridge-pole of the church and
The Idea had taken hold of his imagi- of anger against Walter Huff. She had
company and the city would not be
Even in these days whan thrift l*
they turned the full strength of the
nation. Even the suggestion that a forbidden this thing and he had done
allowed to drag along. It would r,e patriotism,you can conscientiously
water on him. I saw it. — almost The foe who fights for spaotf
large part of the offertorymight be in It
only a matter of weeki when it would own a car. It is a mistaken idea of'
Bhali have no more a place
! fainted."
checks mattered not. But Elinor was
In our domain.
"You saw It."
be decided one way or another, and economy that would prevent you to deCHAPTER VII.
obdurate.
Our allies flag «hail wave
"I was there," said Elinor quietly.
the new price holds good only until fer buying one.
"You can do It some place else," she
In triumph o’er the grave
Huff rose angrily.
that has been done. If the city proves
Ward brought her a cup of coffee,
sail "Not here. They struggled very
The ingenuity of the inventor has
"You were there! And who was It O’er German soldier slave
hard to build the church and they need and stood by with satisfactionwhile
that the American Utilities Company
brought the automobileright in line
who almost fell off the roof? Your Peace to maintain.
she drank It. In his eyes there was a
money now. Mr. Ward told me — "
owns the Holland Gas Company, he
with the temper of all true American*
mixture of depression and Joy. The parson, I suppose."
Huff turned on her Jealously.
said,
then that company, which is not
Talbot silenced the boy. It was The submarinegoodby
Economy of operation is the keynoja
"Ward— that’s the preacher chap?" parish house was gone, and this girl
in any sense a bankrupt but is finLethbridge who took up the argument. Your power all crumble lie
of this year’s great improvemetn*.
"He Is the assisUnt rector," Elinor before him was to marry another man.
In
deep
blue
sea.
He understoodher position and symishing,will be compelled to carry nut
But they would build another parish
replied with dignity.
All people then will fare
A visit to the automobileshow in
pathized, he said. The fire was a misthe terms of the franchise and furn"He’s been coming here, then?"
house, and who knew—
With freedom everywhere
the Klingman building the week of
take.
But now that It was done
ish Holland with 90 cent gas.
He drove her up the hill In his small
"Twice. Once when father died, and
Witli Kaiser in the snare
He spoke of Boroday’s critical condib. 18 23 la mential to 8 knowledgo
once to warn me against all of you." car. At the top of a rise he stopped
Glory to Thee.
E. P. Stephan, interestedin the mattion, of their safety that depended on
of
the new developmentsin automo*Nat that she had forgotten that few
ter by reason of the fact that it was
his, and findingher attitude to be unbile construction and design.
minutes In the garden, under the moon ;
while ho wns mayor that ’he eonlroyielding, took refuge In her father’s And when our boys return
but that had been an accident— hardly
The show is promoted for the beneLiberty’s light will burn
very with the gas company started,
memory.
a call.
In every land.
fit of Grand Rapids and western M!ch«"If anything comes out, it will all
gave a brief talk declaring that iluce
Talbot chuckled. But Huff was
And they who fought for right
igan by Grand Rapids dealers.
come
out," he reminded her. "It seems
it is a case of immediateshut-down or
thinking hard. Elinor had been differTo exterminatethe might
Make a Point of Seeing It.
to me, Elinor,that you owe it to your
paying $1.25, he believed there was
Say to the world good night
ent lately, a little softer. Ward repfather not to Interfere. This Isn’t a We rest again. — Win. Woldring.
rinted all that the men Elinor knew
only one thing to do.
new plan. Four or five years ago when
DifferentMethods.
were not— ln^ to their violence,order
G. J. Diekema spoke in the double
the parish house was first built we
Many
women
get a red nose from
to their disorder. There was almost a
WANTED — Span of work horses, be capacity of attorney for the Holland
talked It over here. And It Isn’t as
shedding too ninny tears over a mao
snarl In his voice.
tween 5 and 8 yerfrs old. Myrtle
City Gas company and as a citizen of
though we mean to hurt this fellow
who got a red nose from taking too
"He'd better stay down In his valley
Wrightman Fennville, Route No. 1
Holland. His firm has been the legal many "smiles."—Farm Life.
Wprd.
It
will
be
three
to
one;
he’ll
with his old women," he said, "and
Michigan.
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lehve you alone. You don’t need him.”
Tm not so sure of that," Elinor replied quietly, and left him staring.. . .
Huff burned the parish house the
next night. He did It himself, without
the assistance of the hand. Into It he
put not only die devilish Ingenuity of
long experience, but his new hatred of

lence, his eyes on her. The other men
found every argument met by silence,

his alibi.
The flre-whlstles In

the village
wakened Elinor at something after
three o’clock. All of her room was
with the red glare of the burn-

k

!

Henriette

aocked at her door.
"The church Is burning down In the

valley,”

she

called. "It’s

a

grand

sight”
Elinor was throwing on her clothing,
She must see Ward. She would sell

v-

her pearls. She would build a new
parish house. She said this over and
over to hefself as she struggled
the

I

Gas Resolution, Passed By the Council Last Night

WHEREAS the Holland City Gas Company lias lately filed a petition in
bankruptcyin the United States District Court for the Wk-stern District of
Michigan,Southern Division, and on February 1st, lait, was adjudicated a
uncomfortable.
The conference got nowhere. Elinor bankrupt and its franchise temporarily suspended by said proceedings,and
WHEREAS the Grand Rapids Trust Company of Grand Rapids, Michiacknowledged their duty to the Russian, offeredall her Jewels, In fact, for gan, lias been appointed receiver for the Holland City Gas Company, and the
his defense. But she stubbornlyre- said receiver has representedto the court that it is absolutely impossible under
fused to ^countenance the attack on the prevailing conditionsto operate the plant at a manufacturingcost to the
Mr. Ward. Huff lapsed Into sullen si- consumer, exclusiveof interestand the expenses and the receivershipand

preparations.
He looked at his watch when he had
finished. It was Just midnight In two
hours, or before the fire began, he
would be back in the city, establishing

ing parish house. Old

-

no resistance.'’

“Yes," she said. ’Three to one.
That Is the way we fight. Oh, I’m one
of you, I know that— but It sickens me,
sometimes."
The men were astounded,frankly

Ward.
Church property Is always easy of
access. It was the work of five minutes to crawl through a basement window and of half an hour to make his

filled

o

down

hill.

A new parish house, better than the
old, with plenty of room for the children to play In 1 At least It was night
aid the children safe In their beds;
thank God for that! She was too dl>

trustshipfor a rate less than $1.25 jM*r thousand cubic feet, and
WiHEREAS it is necessary for said receivereither to clone the plant and

cease operations or to obtain a revenue sufficient to meet actual operation exexcept for oue passionate outburst
"He is my friend,” she cried. "I pennes,and
WHEREAS the Hon. C. W. Sessions,judge of said const, has this day
have never had any friends, except
once, years ago, a girl It was Boro- called before him all of the interestedparties in conference and has requested
day then who used my friendship for all parties concerned to continue the operation of the plant in order to avoid
her. It was the Rutherford matter. hardship to the consumers in the present emergency, and has suggested that the
Common Council of the City of Holland shall, without prejudice to their rights
| Walter would not remember, but the
in the pending litigation, pass a resolutionauthorizing the receiver to charge
rest of you— I tell you, I won’t do this
and collect a raite for gas consumed which shall not be in excess of the actual
Climbed Slowly.
thing.”
manufacturing cost and which has been fixed for tbc'purpose of this resolutioa
Talbit tried a new method. "It’s at $1.25 per thousand cubic feet; Therefore
the car and looked. back. The night's
devastation showed clearly, a black a wealthy congregation,"he explained.
RESOLVED that the Grand Rapids Trust Company of Grand Rapids,
wound In the smiling heart of the val- "It la not much for them, and it’s Michigan, the receiverfor the Holland City Gas Company, adjudicated a banksafety for us. If we let Boroday go rupt and its successorthe trustee in bankruptcy if elected, shall be and hereby
ley.
up, and he thinks what he will about is permitted and authorized to manufactureand distributegas for fuel and
Elinor watched him.
"It means a great deal to you, doesn’t us. he can make It bad for all of us." light in and from the plant of the Holland City Gas Company during the present emergency,and charge the consumersof gas in the city of Holland at a
Elinor turned on him.
itr
flat rate of $1.25 per thousand cubic feet net therefor,which shall be payable
"I
don’t
care
a
rap
for
the
congre"It’s rather a facets- Of course we
on the 15th of each month until this resolutionis rescinded after thirty days’
will build again, but there are things gation. Do you think he will let that
notice to .the Receiver or Trustee, or the further order of the court: Provided
money
go
without
a
struggle?
The
that could not be replaced. That Isn’t
that this resolution, or the permission hereunder granted, shall not be in anywhat troubles me. The fact is, I am moment It goes Into the offertory It wise construed as a waiver of the rights of the consumersof the Holland City
ceases to be money and becomes a diafiald I’m responsible.
Gas Company or the rights of the city of Holland in the present or any future
was there last night, alone. I vine trust to him. He’ll fight and— litigationrelating to the franchise of the Holland City Gas Company or the
bare a bad habit, when I have a men- someone will be killed."
duties and obligationsof any person,firm or corporation in relation thereto.
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WHAT YOU SAW IN THIS PAPEB LOCAL CHAPTER OP W.
THIRTY-FIVE YEARS AGO

C. N. D.

PORMED HERE
WOMEN JOIN

JlATrii'd— In thw city, on Tuesday, HOLLAND'S
January ^0, 18S3, by Rev. Thomas WalTION-WIDE

ker Jonca, nt the residenceof the bride,
William D. Stearns to Gertrude B.
Haaen.

News

CASE
CAN SPEAR FISH
WOODMEN THROUGH THE IOE FREEZES OVER FIRST

MORE SPRUCE
WIDOW WINS
CUTTERS SENT
AGAINST

TIME IN MANY YEARN

BOARD ENLISTS THREE MER LIZZIE JAPPINOA 18 GIVEN FEW RESTRICTIONS ARE PLACED
MORE MEN FOB THE
JUDGMENT IN CIRCUIT
ON THAT SPORT

NA- LOCAL

DEFENSE

MOVEMENT

JOB.

step into line with what promises

COM-

PLETELY COVERED WITH

COURT.

A
A

KALAMAZOO RIVER IS

number of fishermen are shearing

ICE

Three more men were sent by the

The case of Lizzie Jwppinga against flgh through the ice, it being permissato be one of the most important move- local draft board to serve as spruce the Modern Woodmen of America was ble to spear all kinds of fish except
THIRTY YEARS AGO
It has ’been many yeark since the
Mrs. lluffenruitcr died yesterday ments of the war measures, so far as cutters in the forests of western Can- on trial in the Ottawa County Circuit trout and black bass thru the ice durmorning after a brief lllncn, aged 80 women are concerned, was taken last ada for the government's airplane man- Court at Grand Haven on Tuesday and ing the months pf January and Febru- Kalamazoo river was frozen all the
way across. Every year ice forms near
years.
Saturday afternoon when about twen- ufacturing service. The new spruce Wednesday of this weefc. Ike Jlapinga, ary. Below we give extracts from the
fHie ground-hog failed to see its shadthe banks of the stream but the curdow BMt Thursday and we consequent- ty ladies met in the office of the Otta- cutting recruits are Jacob P. Elenbaas, a former employee of the Michigan law pertaining to fishing in winter.
rent like running water in faucet*,
ly may expect pleasant weather for wa County Building Loan Association Edward Post and John Greuink. They Railway Company, waa crushed be- 1 Ice lines— Defined to be a single line
keeps the middle of the stream from
the next six weeks.
left
Monday
for
Vancouver
Barracks,
and formed the beginningof a local
tween two care at the Holland boat with a single hook attachedand five
freezing. This is an exceptional winchapter of the Woman’s Council of Na- British Columbia.
dock on April 17th, 1917, and died im- |«uch lines may be used by one person
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO
ter, however, and anywhere, except for
The demand of this governmentis
tional Defense.
'during December,January and FebMarried nt the residence of the
about a mile below the dam, where the
for
11,000,000
feet
of
lumber
each
The following officers were elected:
He held a certificate in the Modern ruary for taking all kinds of fish, exbride 'a parents south of the city by
water runs fastest, the river U frozen
month.
At
this
time
the
work
has
fal
Rev. J. Van Iloute,on Tuesday even Chairman, Mrs. L. M. Thurber; Bon
Woodmen of America, payable to his Cept the differentkinds of trout (ining, Jan. L’4, Gerard Cook of this city ary Chairmen, Mrs. C. B. Me Bride, len far below the required amount and wife. The Company, however refused eluding Mackinaw or lake trout) and over entirely and jio water appears In
the level, snow-coveredsurface where
and Gertrude Bidding.
Mrs. G. E. Kollcn; Vice-Chairmen, Mrs. there is great need for men in this to pay, claiming that he was engaged bass through the ice.
A difference between a boy and a
the river "used to be”. The ice is so
R.
B.
Champion,
Mrs.
W.
J. Garrod; branch of the service.
ia a hazanous and prohibited employSpearing and dip netting— tuckers,
fid:— A girl always looks in the glaa*
thick that Wm. Collins felled a tree
ment, which exempted the company mullet, redskins, land grass pike can be
after she has washed her face, while a Secretary, Mrs. W. J. Olive; Treasuron it this week and then went out on
boy look* at the dirt on the towel.
er, Mrs R. M. De Free; Chairman of
from Habitity. Suit was thereup- taken in the streams and rivers by bis
the ice and cut up the tree. That 0
ARRIVES IN
Publicity, Mrs. J. G. Sutphen; chairon commenced by the widow which re- means without artificiallight during
TWENTNY YEARS AGO
something
that is not tried often. He
man of registrationfor service, Mrs.
JOHN BEROHOR8T WRITES TO sulted in a judgment in her favor Wed- March and April in the lower penin- went through into the river once when
Mrs. Alice Allison died at her home
W. J. Olive; Chairman of Borne Relief,
nesday.
fia of Michigan. All kinds of fish ex
on Eighth street Monday evening, aged
PARENTS FROM ACROSS
Mrs.
J.
C.
Post;
Chairman
of
Allied
The widow was represented by G. J. cept black bass and brook trout may he struck a soft spot in the ice but it
67 years.
OCEAN.
Relief, Mrs. G. J. Van Duren; ChairDiekoma of the firm of Diekema, Kol- be speared through the ice during Jan was of sufficient thickness to hold the
big tree. When the swift-running Kal15 YEARS AGO
man of Health and Recreation, Mrs. A.
Another Zeeland boy has arrived len Sc Ten Cate and the defendant uary and Februaryin each year.
amazoo freezes like that the weather
Molenaar & De Goede have sold their Leenhouts; Chairman of Social Service,
safely on the other side of the pond was represented by Brown, Kelly A
grocery stock at the corner of Seventh
not only had been severe but it has
Mrs. C. V. R. Gilmore; Chairman of and has notified his parents here. Mr. Seely of Lansing and Lillie, Lillie Sc
and Stiver streets to A. Bidding who
been steadily so.
previously managed a grocery business Child Welfare, Mrs. G. E. Kollen; chair- and Mrs. A. Berghorsthave received Lillie of Grand Harea.
at the place. Mr. Bidding is a popular man of Food Conservation,Mrs. R. Van word from their son, John, that he was
Many legal points were invollved
Carrol Van Ark left Monday for Big
buaaess man.
der Haar; Chairman of Liberty Loam, well and had arrived safely in Franco. which were argned at length before DICK HES8ELINK GIVES BLACK
Rapids where he will take a short
LISTER BOOZE
Mrs. R. B. Champion.
Judge
Cross.
The
defendant
moved
to
John left last September with the first
course at Ferris Institute to prepare
TEN YEARS AGO
Monday afternoon a few of the offi draft quota for Camp Custer. Later he have the oourt instructthe jury to find
himself for government examinations
Arthur Visscher, son of Arend VisDick Hesselink was rounded up by
that are required from those who wisb
acher and Otto Kahn of the Sugar Co. cers went to Grand Rapids to attend was transferred to the ship building a verdict of no cause of action. The
the police force Friday morning and to enter West Point. Mr. Van Ark
will leave the latter part of this month one of the registrationclasses at the department and left for Washington, Judge denied the motion, holding that
charged with furnishing liquor to Wm. has been granted an extended furlough
for a three months’ trip through headquarters of the Grand Rapids
D. C. From there he sailed for a for- it was a ease which should be submitDepledge who is a "black-lister.”
Europe.
chapter, and spent a most instructive eign port and no word had been receiv- ted to the jury, whereupon the defends
IBorn to Mr. and Mrs. M. Kirkhof,
Hesselink admitted bis guilt to Chief
and inspiringafternoon. The Building ed from him for some time.
ant offered to settle and consented that
Friday— a
"
Letters From the Front
Van
Ry and was taken to Grand Haa judgment might be entered against
-:o:Wilhelm Butkan, a resident of this and Loan Association have kindly
ven to be brought before Judge Cross.
the company and in favor of Mrs. Japcity for many years, died at six offeredono of their rooms in the First
This is the second violation of this
o’clock Friday morning at his home State Bank building,as the local headpinga.
Letter from Red Cross Nurse
kind within the last month. The proon East Eighth street. Be served as quarters for Holland, and the comI wrote to Anna and George last
alderman of the second ward from 187K
prietor of the Gem restaurant on the
The physical examinations under tbs
AT PEO- east end is now serving sixty days in week and this week it is your turn.
to 1882, and also held several other mittee will very eoon be appointed and
new questionnairesystem that were to
positions. The deceased was 78 years the chapter put in working order. It
PLES
the county jail and also paid a fine of There are a number of nurses eick or
have
begun in the city hall Mbnday did
of age.
hoped that every woman in Holland
nearly sick at the present time, but up
I 100, for a similar offense.
will interestherself personally in this not come off. A late announcement BOARD OF DIRECTORS DECIDES
to now I have escaped with the excepITEM GIVES
great movement which lines up the from Washington received.Monday by
ON THREE PROMOTIONS
tion of a severe cold severs! weeks
H. P.
CITY
patriotic womanhood of America to the local board said that the examinaMONDAY.
ago. It is quite wintry her*. The
REPUBLIC
tions would be postponed until further
‘Back up” the boys.
ground is covered with snow and the
notice. Thirty-four young men had
POPULAR TRUCKS
SOLD weather is pretty damp and esld.
PRESS ARTICLE SAID LOCAL GOV
John G. Rutgers Named Acting Vicealready been summoned to appear TuesSAN-TOX
TO
THREE
HOLLAND
BRNMENT WANTED SUNDAY
President, Henry Winter, Cashier,
Last evening Capt. Breakey from
day and Wednesday but the examina
PAINTED BY FAMCONCERNS
THEATER
Alex Van Zanten, Ass’t
Ann Arbor gave a talk in th-j Y room
tion of these also were cancelled. No
OUS
Cashier.
on his experiences at the Front. He is
reason for the change has been given
H. P. Zwemer Sc Son are now agents
But It Was Not Holland But Grand
a member of our unit and returned
Last week’s issue of the Saturday to the local board.
for the popular Republic Motor truck
Haven That Was Referred
a few days ago. He traveled the batEvening Post again contains a full
At a meeting of the board of direc- and for territoryhave been given by
To.
page advertisement of the San-Tox ar- Austrians Need Not Register tors of the Peoples State Bank held the company, Holland vicinity and tlefield of the Somme, an ares covering
from 20 to 30 miles of the devastation
ticles manufactured by the De Free
Announces Chief van Ry Monday a number of changes were Saugatuck.
The Grand Rapids Press erroneously
and destruction of which was inconChemical Company. While this commade that constitute a promotion ad
The H. P. Zwemer Company have al
stated in its issue of Friday that the
The
registrationof alien enemies at
ceivable.
Little white crosses marked
pany has frequently advertised in the
around for the officials in charge of ready sold three new trucks in this
Holland council is asking an opinion
the city hall an dat the postoffice bethe graves which seemed innutrerable,
Post and other magazines with a nathe bank.
city. Besides taking one themselves,
from Attorney General Groedbeck for
gan Monday and will continue all this
scattered as they were over the whole
tion-wide circulation, the present adv.
John
G.
Rutgers, until now cashier they have also sold one to the Van
the purpose of submitting the question
week.
A
considerable number of perregion— thousand upon thousands of
is notable in that the San-Tox nurse in
of the bank, has been promoted' to the Eyclc-Weurding Milling Co., and one to
of Sunday theaters to the people of the
sons came in Monday to present themthem. He was stationed at one of tha
it was painted by Neysa MoMein.
position of Acting Vice-President.
the Holland Canning Co.
city.
selves for the registration.The regiscasualtyclearing stations where the
Miss McMein during the past year or
Henry Winter, who has held the posi'Don” Zwemer will be in charge of
The article in the Press follows:
tration has been so well advertisedthat
operating room was in constant asc day
Michigan cities, even though they wo has taken first rank as a magazine it is expected nearly all the alien en- tion of Assistant Cashier, has been the truck end of the business and will and night. This was near Cambrai,
illustrator.Her work has probably apnamed as cashier.
devote most of his time to the sale of
have home rule, have no right, even by
emies from this district will appear the
where the fighting is thickest at the
peared on the covers of more magazin
Alex
Van
Zanten
has been promoted the Republic.
use of the initiativeand referendum,
present week.
He had a taste of the real stuff and
es during recent months than that of
to the position of assistantcashier,
:o:
to make city ordinances which nulify
Among
those who appearedMonday
is quite happy to be "home” again.
PRESENTS
STANDARDS
of any other single illustrator. She
taking the place vacated through the
state law.
were a number of Austrians.The reDEMAND AUTOMOBILE A few days ago another nurse and
enjoyed the distinctionof having Ring
promotion of Mr. Winter.
“This was an important ruling Friport has been widespread that AusI went on a tour thru the sluma or
Larder, the humorist, write a funny
Mr. Rutgers will assume all the duday by Attorney General Groesbeck’s
trians would have to register as well
tenement
districtshere. We distribCould
the
American
people
get
along
poem about her recently published in
ties usually assumed in other banks by
department.
as Germans. How this report origuted
the
invitations (to the 28 famwithout
the
automobilef
Undoubtedly
the Acting Vice-President. . He has
"The question was raised at Holland me of the popular magazines.
inated is not known, but it was not
been with the local bank since it was they could, but no easier than they ilies whose names were given us by
where the city council has been asked
well founded. The Austrians who
could get along without the typewriter, the commissionerof charities)to comeOF0
organized in 1905.
to subnlitto the voters of the city the
came to Holland Monday came in vain.
to the Christmas party we are getMr. Winter has also been with the telegraph,telephone,etreet car and elequestion of legalising motion pictnrs
Only Germans need to register, Chief
vator. It is necessary in order to main- ting up for them. The poverty and
bank since that institution took its
shows on 6undty.
Van Ry announcedTuesday. This intain present standards of human effic- qualor was worse than any I had ever
"As operating such amusements on PAPERS OF G. J. DIEKEMA AND G. formation is given on the authority of place among the business concerns of iency . It is one of the things that has scon before. It is too bad that we canHolland and he has for many years oc
finnday is in direct conflict with the
VAN SCHELVEN APPEAR IN
U. 8. Marshal O’Connor, and Ottawa
made us great in achievement, because not do something permanent foV tkw-

mediately.
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|

ZEELAND MAN

FRANCE

ANOTHER LIQUOR
FEEDER JUGGED

.

daughter.

DRAFT EXAMINATIONS
ARE CANCELLED

CHANGES MADE
STATE BANK

ZWEMER AND SON
AGENCY

FATHERS

TAKE

BLACK EYE

ARE

NURSE

ILLUSTRATOR

(<

-

-

ADDRESS

HOLLAND MEN

ARE PRINTED

.state law the city attorney there sought

PAMPHLET FORM

cupied

Austrians need not take the trouble to

an opinion from the attorney general ’a
present themselves here for
department. The ruling which wai
A neatly printed pamphlet was issu tion.
signed Friday, holds that no city has ed Saturday containing addresses by
the right to make ordinances which Hon. G. J. Diekema and by G. Van
nullifylaws of the commonwealth.”
Schelven. The pamphlet is of consid
VISIT

_

registra-

FRENCH ORATOR TO

many

positionsof trust in Hol-

land in connection with various public

movements of one kind or another.

Though the youngest of

Holland’s

banks, the Peoples State Bank has had

flourishingbusiness career. It has
OTTAWA aduring
the years since it was est&W

it has kept us in closer touch with people.

We

will have a tree for the

a warm lunch, a
few toys and somethingin the line of
official wearing apparel— such as stockings,

others. It has reduced miles to yards, children, give them
hours to minutes.

There is thereforea feelingin

as well as in civic, circles, that after aprons, etc. Expect to have one hun-

the automobileplants have fulfilled dred and eighty to look after.
their obligations and handed over to
A few weeks ago we were threatened
The tour of the "Back from the»li,hedfilled a definite need in Hoithe government whatever facilities are with an air raid here. The city’s lights
such a question submitted nor have settlement in Western Michigan that Trenches” string of oratorical head-\'and’8 commerciallife and has won a necessary for the manufactureof mu- were turned off and wc were compelled
firm place for itself in this city. The
Holland citixcns nor the theater owners has been collected painstaking by the liners through Michigan,February 10
nitions, they can best fulfill their duty to use candles or go without light the
to 16, is practicallycompleted. Up- board of directorsdecided on the promade such a request.
authors.
to help win the war by building plen- remainderof the evening. It was the
motions by a unanimous vote. It is
The question has never even been
The two papers were originallyread wards of thirty-five Michigan cities
ty of cars.
second time this occurred.Attacks of
believed that they will mark the begin
thot of in this city, nor are there any before the Milligan Pioneer and His- will be visited by the three teame asThus this year will see many of our any kind are always made under cover
ning of a new period of growth for an
signed to this state.
demands along thia line.
torical Society, and they appeared
factories busy all night and day sup of darknesseven the big land drive*
Team A, headed by Edward F. Trefz, institutionthat already has fully won
Grand Haven, however is trying
the October (1917) number of the
plying the boys "over there” with are carried on at night. I wieh it were
its assured place in the community.
put this matter before the voters of the Michigan Historical Magazine, which publicist, of Chicago, will be in Ottawa
their requirements and the folks left all over and we were getting ready to
0
county seat, in fact the theater own- is a magazine published quarterly by county on the afternoon of February 14
behind with theirs.
to go back. Often wonder how muck
Class Continaes Policy of
ers have submitted a large petition ask the Michigan HistoricalCommission at and deliver a message direct from the
In
both
those duties— to the soldier longer it is going to last.
Long-Term Officers
battle lines at Coopersville. Hie mesing that the question be submitted tu Lansing.
and to the civilian— the automobile inGoodbye,
a referendum vote. Public meetings Mr. Diekema ’s paper is entitled, sage is strong and thrilling, giving s
The annual meeting of the Men’s Bi dustry will be helping materially to
Augusta Niewsma.
wvere held and attended by the minis- "Holland Emigration to Michigan:It’s graphic picture of France, and Bng ble class of the First Reformed church route the enemy. Just as physical fit•ters and theater men of Grand Haven Causes and Results,” and the article land and a dear good argument throw
Letter from Soldier
was held Monday evening at the home ness in the soldieris the prime essenat which each present gave reasons why of Mr. Van Schelven bears the title, ing the entire responsibilityfor win- of A1 Bosch, 68 West 17th street. At tial on the battlefield eo it is equally
Camp Grant, 111. 1 2918
it should or should not be left to vo "Michigan and the Holland Immigra- ning this war upon the America peo- this meeting the policy was affirmed of important that there be at hand every
Editor, Sentinel
ple.
ten. Grand Haven is no doufbt meant tion in 1847.”
having officers serve more than ono aid to prompt an energetic action on
Just a few lines to fell you "we” are
Michigan is ono of the first states to
and aot Holland.
The little pamphletcarries two halfyear. A spiriteddebate was held on the part of those at home.
all well, exce(yt a few mino sickneee in
secure the privilegeof hearing these
There is scarcely a phase or feature
tone cuts, one of Dr. A. C. Van Raalle
the subject, some members holding that
camp which cannot be helped in winter
first handed messages from abroad and
LADIES’
of
business life which the automobile
as he looked in the prime of his life
officers should serve only one year. But
time.
Coopersvillecitizens can congratulate
IS
and the oth*'r a reproduction of an in
other were of the opposite opinion.The has not entered with beneficialresults.
It was interesting to read that Bed
themselves that their town was so forIt carries thousands where railroads
scription. The plate contains an out
judges decided in favor of the latter.
Cross
Nurse's letter — only she daredi
JOflS GERTRUDE BCHUURMAN
tunate as to be placed on the Michigan
line drawing of the first log church
Officers chosen Monday night are: and street cars cannot penetrate. It is not write what ahe would have liked
WINS WITH "UNTO THE
Itinerary, as it is the only place in Otbuilt by the Holland settlers in 1847
Presiden, A1 Kleis; Vice-president,H. ready at call.
to have written. It is very disappoint-LEAST OF THESE.”
tawa county the team will visit.
These facts are more generally reaand under it appear the the following
P. Zwemer; secretary,Bert Blagh; as
ing to me, as I am very much interestThese men were members of a comlized than ever since we entered the
ed in things that are going on "over
The annual ladies oratoricalcontest words: "This boulder, with the four mission sent to Europe by Herbert sistant secretary, Jacob Lokker
war. People have ceased to think of
there.”
waa held in the council room of Hope white markers,designate the site of Hoover to ascertain actual food condi- treasurer, Wm. Dinkeloo; assistant
the
automobile in terms of pleasure
treasurer, Wm. Mokma; chorister, Frod
Tonight the whole city of Rockford
College Friday afternoon, there being the first church erected by the Holland
tions at the front and behind the lines
only. They know by proof of eye and
is pitch dark— no shows or any kind of
twe contestants.Both orations were colonists In 1847, the year of the settle- and to bring an unprejudiced report to Van Lente. All these were re-elect
tions with the exceptionof William personal experience that it is a great amusements at all so I will write a few
of high grade and were well delivered ment. It was 35x60 feet and did ser- the American people.
Mokma Who took the place of Gerrit and indispensibleutility. There will letters which I am behind.
Mias Joan Potts spoke on the subject vice until 1856. Erected by the board
oof
parks
and
cemetery
trustees,
1917.”
Nevenzel,
Mr. Nevenzel having been not be the usual output of cars this
"By the Side of the Road,” and Mini
I have been very busy lately here,
PARTNERSHIP IS DISSOLVED
year— that is impossible.It is thereThe pamphlet contains 37 pages nn-1
transferred to the Sunday School.
as we have had quite a lot of epidemGertrude Schuurman on "Unto the
Twenty resolutionswere propounded fore good advice to order early if early ics, and it is rumored that the whole
Peter Vanden Bosch of Zeeland has
Least of These.” Miss Schuurman was it makes a neat little booklet.
delivery is desired,for all signs point
for
the pastor,Rev. H. J. Veldman
dissolved partnership with Wm. Bare•warded first place and will therefore
camp is liable to be quarantined to the
to a great demand of ears.
REV. BEETE RETURNS
answer,
showing
why
he
should
not
acman and bought the farm of T. Nie
represent the college in the state con
sorrw of the fair sex in Rockford, as
FROM SOUTHERN TRIP
moyer, situated eight miles north and cept the call of the Vriesland church
test March 1. The judges were Miss
Percy Reed and Wm. Gohlkc of the it has fallen on the soldiers’shoulders
Rev. Henry Beets, pastor of Burton one mile west of Zeeland. Mr. Vanden to which he responded. Refreshments Limbert Furniture company have left entirely to keep the girls company.
ElizabethA. Hunt, Miss Christine
on a business trip to New York and
Van Baalte, Prof. John B. Nykerk Heights Christian Reformed church at Bosch will move his family to the were served.
Had quite an accident on the IlliGrand Rapids, has returned from an country as soon as Mr. Niemeyer vacaother eastern cities. Mrs. Golke ha.'
Prof. John J. De Boer and Prof. A JI
nois Centra] yesterday, three persons
extended invesigatioaof the Negro in
Grandma Nagelkerk and daughter, gone to Chicago to visit relatives.
tes. Consideration was $5000 taking in
killed,— none soldiers.
Heasiakvcld.
the south. He was sent as a committee
Mrs. C. 8. Bullen,Jr., and baby Jeanne Mrs. John Pietersand daughter, Miss
to take the matter of the industrial part payment the propertyowned by are visiting Holland for a few days the Margaret returned to Kalamazoo TuesBest regard^ to friends in Holland,.
and educational maters of the southern Mr. Vanden Bosch in that city. Mr. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ario Vander I day. They were called here by the I
G. P. 0 de Mauiac of the Bush
,
Lane Plano Co. was in Grand Rapids Negroes and will give a full report be> Niemeyer expects to make his borne in Hill on West 17th street.
Creston death of Mrs. Pieters’ father, H.
Frank
Cherveaaky.
fore his church in the near future.
Tuesday on business.
(Grand Rapids)
Boone, Sr.,
Grand Rapids.
The facts of the case are that neither crable historicalvalue, containing
Is the Holland council asking to have it does information about the Holland
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News

Expires Fab. 16. 1018
•(ter the UpM o! six month' » ' *
ciptl aum rrnuminc unpaid, tofether with
MORTOAOB BALE
IS
Either with or without stock and intereatthereon •kail St the out
'»<i<nit
tools, sickness reason for selling. In- parly, become due and payableImmediately
WHEREAS, default haa teen made tn th*
^
assistant for the coming year
payment of tha moneye eecurvdby a mortquire M. Batjes, R. F. D. No. 11, thereafter,
Whereaa the partiea the Met part hare gage. dated the 21et day of July A. D. oa*
M. B.
25
8t2
failed and nrslectod to pay the aaienmenta thouiand nine hundred aad fourteen, aaeThe man appointed to thle work is B.
•i the aame became due and payable, and cuted by Jacob Wabeko, and Hubertha Wao
now in arrears for more lhaa all month* beke, hie wife, of the city of HollaaA Ot[0. Hagerman a brother of D. L. Hag—
Holland and American- •re
j. r.
la»t pad and the aerond parte hat eierctaed
EIGHT
tawa County, Michigan,to the Council of
speaking
saleslady
for
store
in
Iowa
erman,
the
present
agent.
The
new
it*
option and haa declared laid mnrtt
DISCLOSURES IN
Hope College, a corporation, of Holland,
town
of
1500.
Jdust
be
capable
of and erery part of it due and payable and Michigan, and Vich aaid mortgage was re[assistanthas had three years’ training
there I* now due on laid mortjefe at the
Theories Advanced For Poor Fish Corp,
taking charge
dry goods dept date of thit notiee, the »umof Ki|ht Hun- corded in the office of the Register of Daoda
| at the Agricultural College, also three
Send full information and references dred Hiaty-Hia and forty hundredth*(|H88 of Ottawa County, Michigan,on the 12ai
But No Explanation Really
day of July, A. 1). one thousand nine hun[years’ work on a large stock farm in
first leter. Ans. care of Holland City 40) liollara. prinripal and Intereat,and the dred and fourteen, at nine o'clock A.- M
personal InTtsUfiUonsand
Explains.
further aum of Twenty flra (I'iS) Dollar*.
in Liber 102 of Mortgages, on pago 111, and
News.
the southern part of the state. In eon
Tolls His Audience About
I a* an attorney fee, provided by Statute and
in laid niortirafe,and no *uit or priced
WHEREAS the amount claimed to bo dua
Without
exception
this
is
considered
I
nection
with
this
he
has
had
one
scaThem.
Int have been Instituted hy law to reeovrr on the said mortgageat the time of thla BaNo. 6648
ng secured
P» «aid ilee Is three hundred sixty five and thirtythe debt now remaininx
eeeured b»
the poorest winter for fishing thru the son’s work on the College’s Experi_____
ti_^. or
__ any
___
murtin>K*
part thereof whereby the four hundredths ($365 34) dollar*, prioriExpires Jan. 26
‘Are the people of Holland patrio*
that the fishermen of the present I mental Farm.
power of ieie contained In laid mortgagehae >•1 and Interest,and the furtheraum at
OF
bci-ome
operative;
ourteen and six hundredth! ($14.06) doliticl Oh, yes, in a general
but generation can remember. Everything In this county the work which he The Probate Court for the County of
Now. therefore,notice. I* hereby given that lars. taxes paid hy said mortgagee, and tha
Ottawa
by virtue of the (aid Power of Hale and In further sum of fifteen (VIS) dollera,aa aa
when It hurts a little, a lot of them else being abnormal this winter, in will assume will be effecting a permanIn the matter of the estate of Jan punuance of the Statute In aurh ra*e* made attorney fee providedfor by atatuto,wklrh
are not,” dramatically declared the eluding weather, the fish in the lake ent organization of the Boys' Working
and provided, said mortgage will he fore- ii the whole amount claimed to ba due aa
LoMczoo, deceased.
i-loaedby the sale of the premise*therein «aid mortgage and no suit or proeeadtaga
Rev. J. F.
of the M. E. seem to have gone in for a strike too, Reserve ,a movement now being recNotice is hereby given that four deii-rihedat public auction to the hijh**t having been institutedat law or in afaity.
church at the conclusion of his ser- and he is a lucky man who catches as ommended by the governmentto secure months from the 4th day of January bidder at the north front door of the Courl to rerover th* debt now remaininga*eured
House in the City of Grand Haven, in said
aaid mortgage; nor any part tharoof.
mon Sunday morning. The disclosure, many as a scant baker’s dozen of the nil available help for the farmers of A. D. 1918, have boon allowed fo e;ed county of Ottawa, on Tuesday,the 31th ds) by
whereby the power of eal* contained ia aaid
.,( March. A. D. 1D18. at ten o'clock in the mortgagehas become operative
itors
to
present
their
claims
againat
bristled with startling facts which the members of the finny tribe in the the county, since war conditions have
NOW THEREFORE, Notice la hereby gt”>
said deceased to said court of examin forenoonof that day. Held premises are
described in said mortgage as follow* : A that by virtue of the eaid Tower of Bale
aroused the real Americans in the con- course of a half-day’s fishing.
so lowered the available supply of ef- ation
adjustment, and that all
and in pursuance of the atatute in aueh ea*e
gregation to a high pitch of patriotic Monday there were some 25 or 30 fleient help. In connection with thU I creditorsof said deceased are required parrel of land iltuated In the Township of made and provided, laid mortgage will ha
Holland.C’ountv of Ottawa, and state of
foreclosedhy • sale of the premises therein
Mirhigan.
and
deaeribed
aa
follows
to-wit:--indignation.
persons from Holland
took adCommeltcingat a point 6fty (50) rudn described at public auction to the higBeal
After tracing the evolution of gov- vantage of the heatless Monday to go
north of the corner stake of the Southwest bidder, at the north front door of tha caurt
corner of the SouthwestQuarter of Section house, in the city of Grand Haven, la aaid
. ernmeat and social life and declaring
to the lake and spend the day in the season an office of authority to snpply the 4th day of May A. 1). 1918 and th t thirtv Six (36) In Town Five (5) North County of Ottawa, and State of Miehigaa,
•that “no Christian can be an anarch- fish shantiesangling for perch. Among the local needs with farm help. Among said claims will be heard by said "ourt nf Range Sixteen (16) West, thence KaM on Monday, the eighteenth day of February,
sixty dvr and slxtr-three one hundredth* A. D. one thousandnine hundred and oich
ist and no anarchist can be a Christian the party were even three women who other things that of boys and girls club on Monday the 6th day of May A. D. (65 and 68-100) rod* thence North Right; teen, at two o'clock in the afternoon of tael
1918, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
and forty-fivehundredths(80 and 45.100 day, which said premisesera described la
'because Christianity avows itself io braved the bitter atmosphereand the work will be encouragedand definite
feet thence Weit Sixty five and elxty three said mortgage, aa follows :
Dated January 4th, A. D. 1918.
Lot seventeen (17) of Btokftee I) ro there
hundredth (85 and 68 100) rods thence
the utmost sympathy with the order of biting wind in order to catch a mess of charge of demonstration
J.
thru
south Eighty and fortv five hundredth*(80
Judge of Probate. and 45-100) feet to place of beginning. In Addition to the City of Holland, Ottawa
things, namely, of government,” the fisfo. But at the end of the forenoon the farmers’ clubs, granges and gleaner
County,Michigan, according to the recorded
tending to convey two (2) acre* of land.
plat thereof, of record In the office of tha
speaker vigorously denouncedthe prin- the party gathered at the station near orders.
Dated thi* 20th day of December. A. D Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, MiehlExpire* April «. 1018
1917.
<iple of special privilege and asserted the car barn and took stock of their
gen.
During the year 1917, 14,717 circular
MOBTOAOE SALE
The Ottawa County Building k Loan
that the man who infringes upon the catch, when it was found that the
Also all that part of the northweat -ftarAiaoeiation
were
letters, 3,544 personal letters
ter of the northeaat quarter of Saetlaa
made In the
Mortgagee.
right* of his fellows is on a level
party had only eight little perch
lled’ from the offlce of the ftgent 386 1
thirty-two (82) In Township five (S), aorth
Diekema.Kollen k Ten Cate.
of Range fifteen(15) west, whirh ia Woodthe common thief.
to show for their work. These -were public meetings were held and over
Attorney*
for
mortgagee
ed ou the north aide by the aouth margin
one thousandeight hundred ninety-one. exe
Mr. Bowerman then took up the ques- collected and donated to L. Schoon who
Uuiiocaa Addrea*, Holland, Mich.
line
Seventeenth atreet;
tha
one hundred demonstrations conducted.| euted by T*un“ofv*^rfl®[r,*,rt0
toH\v,tron
south aide
Una -unnlng paraltion of the patrioticduty of the citilel therewith and aiity alx (66) feet south
is ill.
All of which has had a decided in Harrington! *o7 the Townehfp of Holland.
Expirea Feb. 18. 1918
therefrom; bounded on the eaat aide hy tha
zens of Holland in relationto the fool
Even the most experienced fishermen fluence in encouraginginterest and Ottawa" County. Mirhigan.aa party of the
MOBTOAOB SALE
west margin line of Colleae Avenue, aad
shortage. “There is danger of food are puzzled about the failure of the
WHEREAS
default haa been made in the bounded on the west aide, by the eaat haaastimulatingcooperation
the
a mort dary line of lot twenty-four (24) of VaaDea
of Ottawa County.Michigan on the -l*1 d** payment of the money* »ecured by
shortage,” said he, “and some men who season’s ftrti crop. Scores of theories
farming people and with the new
of September. A. D. one thouaand eight hun- gage, dated July 10th, A. D. one thousand Berg'S Addition Number one, to VaaDea
ninety one. in Libey Sixteen (18) of nine hundred and twelve, executed by Jacob Berg's plat, all aituated in the City of Holrecognize the fact are laying up for are advanced
they are nothing sistant it is expected that even this dred
Mortgage*, on page Six Hundred Thirty one Wabrke and Hubertha Wabcke hi* wife, of land, County of Ottawa,and State of Michithemselves.Such men have no right more than theories, as the propounders
631), and which mortgage w**.dul>*.*• the city of Holland, Ottawa County, Michi- gan.
record will be surpassed.
•igned by an a*«ignmentin writingmade gan, to the Council of Hope College, a cor
Dated. Nov. 22nd, A. D. 1917.
to recognition in modern society. Do of them readily admit. The abnormal
and executed b» aaid Wilson ,Iarr'n*J®n- poretion of Holland Michigan,which aaid
mortgage waa recordedIn the office of the
Counril of Hops College, Mortgage*
you think there is a spark of true pa- darkness in the water .because of th**
mortgagee of Holland,townahip,
County, Michigan,to the Pir»t State Bank Register of Deed* of Ottawa County. Mirhi Diekema. Kollen A Ten Cate,
triotism in the hearts of men of their unusual depth of snow on the ice is
gan.
on
the
12th
day
of
July
A.
D
,
one
7009 _ FT-ntrM Fi*K
l°f Holland, of the City of Holland. Stats of
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
Ciipires 1 er).
Michigan, a corporation, which aaid awign thouiandnine hundred and twelve, at eight
<aliberf”
said by some to be responsible, but this
twenty o'clock. A. M. in Liber 108 of mort
BusinreaAddress — Holland.Michigan.
ment I* dated the 24th day -MICHIGAN
—
,h'
2,,h
0'
So""b"'
gage* on page H6,
At this point in his sermon Mr. Bow- theory is laughed at by others. Some
WHEREAS the amount elalmed to be due
bat* Court for tho County
O1
erman disclosedthe facts he has been aay that there are an unusually large
Deed* of Ottawa County. Michigan,on the on said mortgage at the date of this notice
Expires March 28. 1918
tawa.
nineteenth*(19th) day of January A. D. one is the sum of twelve hundred twelve and
MORTGAGE SALE
gatheringfor some time thru person number of minnows in the water and
At a session of aaid Coart, belo thouiandeight hundred ninetyeeven.in Li- ninety-seven hundredth* ($1212.97)dollar*,
Whereas default haa been made ia tha
ber fifty one (51) of Mortgage*on page one principal and intereat,and ttir further »u*n payment of the money secured by a marta1 investigation. He said that one of that for that reason the perch have too at Probate Offico
the City of hundred Twenty five (125) and
twenty seven
forty hundredth*
gage dated the 12th day of November,A. D.
the most prominentgrocers in the city much to eat to be hungry for more.
Grand Haven In aaid County, on tbt
the power of *ale contained ($27.40) dollars, taxea paid by aaid mort- 1012, rxerutedby Derk J. To Roller and
in said mortgage has become operative by gagee. and the furthersum of thirty-five Anna Te Roller, hla wife, of the Oity if
had told him that a family of but two
There are other reasons advanced but 23rd day of Jan., A. D. 1918.
reason of the non-paymentof the moneye ($35) dollar*,at an attorney fee, provided Holland,County of Ottawa and Htata of
securedby said mortgage,and the intoroat for by statute, aud which la the whole Michigan parties of the first part, to Tha
persons had recently ordered a barrel it is freely admitted that none of the
Present, Hon. Jamea J. Danhof. thereon and no suit or proceedinghaving amount claimedto be unpaid on said mor* Ottawa
County Buildingand Loan Aaaoela
of flour when a 25-pound sack will last explanations really explain. But the Judge of Probate
gage, and no suit or proceedings having been tion of Holland, Michigan, a corporation duly
been commenced, either in law or
institutedat law or In eqult* to recover the
collect
the
amount
due
on
said
mort
and doing buiineaa under and by
organised
In the matter of the estate of
them from three to four weeks. As his fact remains that fishing thru the ice
debt now remaining secured by sain mort
L-age, or any part thereof, and
i Laws of the State of Michivirtue of the
gag.-;
nor
any
part
thereof,
whereby
the
WHEREAS the amount now due thereon
second disclosureMr. Bowerman cited is too poor to make atrip to the lake
gan. parties of the serond part, which aaid
Sicgmund Guthmann, Dceased. amount*
|M)wer
of
sale
contained
in
said
mortgage
to three hundred fifty
,l*
mortgage was recordedin the office of tho
the instance of a family of two people worth while.
has become operative,
Register of Deede of the County of Ottawa
Fred T. Mileshaving filed hie P«NOW
THEREFORE.
Notiee i* hereby tiv end State of Michigan, on the 18th day of
that recently ordered two sacks of
n
tition praying that an instrument, in* an attorneyfee, provided for in ••»< en that by virtue of the said t’ower of Hale November,A. D. 1012, in Liber 62 of Martand In pursuanceof the atatute In inch caae gages. on page 478, and
flour for storage purposes. “And thes*
P.
duly admitted to Probate in the
i* hereby Vven made and provided, aaid mortgage will be
Whereaa aaid mortgaf* contains a provistwo persons,” said the speaker iron.Qtata
nf
lllinnia
KoaHmittarl
tn
anil
I thkt ssid mortgage will be foreclosed oy •
foreclosedby a sale of the premise*therein
State of Illinois,be admitted to and
ion that should any default ba made la tha
described at public auction to the highest
ically, “are among the most prominent
payment of any of the inatallmenUeither
Recorded in Michigan and that adbidder at the north front door of the Court
of principal or intereat on any day whereHouse, in the City of Grand Haven in upon the same is payable, and should tha
patriotic people in the city. When
ministrationof said estate be grant- house in the city of Grand Haven in said said county of Ottawa,and State of Mirhi
same remain unpaid and in arrears for tha
there’s a patriotic movement on foot
gan. on Monday, the eighteenth
of
ed to George
Kollen or some county of Ottawa on Tueidey the
•para of six months, than and in that ease,
of April, A. D . one thouiand nine hundred February A. I>„ one thouiandnine hundred
the lapse of ail months,all the priaei•they’re right in the forefront!”
other suitable person. And having and fishtern, at ten o'clock in the forenoon and eighteen, at 2 o’clock In the afternoon,on after
pal aum remaining unpaid, together with
that day, whirh said premia** are described
Proceedingwith his indictment, Mr.
interest thereon shall at the option of aec*
lied all exemplifiied copies required °f Said premise*are deseribed In •aid mortin said mortgage •• follow*:
ond party, become due and payable immeEowerman charged that one
in Thermometer at Waterworks Regirtered oy Statute,
rage, as follows A parcel of land aituated in
The north forty-two(42) feet
lot*
th* Town.hip of Holland, in the County of fifteen (15) and aixteen '16' in Wahoke a diately thereafter,and
Seventeen
Degrees
Below
TuesHolland who has a wife but no chii'it la Ordered, That
Ottawa,and Htal* of M.chiran •“d df*rr'hi; Additionto the City of Holland.Ottawa
Whereas the partlei of the flrit part hare
day Morning.
,d a* follow*, to wit: The east half of the Couuty.Michigan.
•dren, and who is also prominentin paaccordingto th* r*rord*d failed and neglected to par the asseasmenta
the 25th day of Feb, A. D. 1918 well half of the southeast quarter, and alio plat tner*of, of record in the office of the •a (he eama became due and payable, and are
triotic movements, has half a ton of
we.t half of the ea.t half of the southof Deed* of Ottawa county.Mich now in arrears for more then six months last
So severe was the blow in Southern at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at said eaat quarter, both in Sectionthirtythree, Register
__ n
pest, and the second party haa esereiead its
sugar and many barrels of flour stored
in
Township
Six.
north
of
rsnyo
•UU*n
probate office is hereby appointed
Option and has declared aaid mortgage and
Dated, Nov. 22nd, A. D. 1917.
| Michigan Monday and Monday night
writ,
containing
eighty
acrea
of
land,
more
up to be used while the shortage of
every part of it due and payable, and there
Council of Hone College. Mortgagee.
for
hearing
said
petition;
[that the P. M. morning Chicago train
it now due on aaid mortgage at tha date
Diekema. Kollen k Ten Cate.
-sugar and flour continues.
°r Dated thii 3rd day of January, A. D.
of thia notice,the cum of six Hundred SevAttorney* for Mortgagee.
was cancelled and the mid-night train It Is Further Ordered, That public
(679.70)
enty nine and aeventy-hundredths
*a*enty nu
Buiinoai
Address—
Holland,
Michigan.
Mr. Bowerman questioned the groc191 'fIRST STATE BANK OF HOLLAND.
interest,and tha furDollar*, principal and inb
Mortgagee.
«r, .f th. city .. to what percrnt.ge of from Gr.od Bapidi was .1.0 taken off. notice thereof be given by publicave ($25) dollera, aa
ther sum of Twenty-fire
tion of a copy of Can order, for three Diekema. Kollon k Ten Cate,
an attorney fee provided by Statute aad la
the citiaona of Holland observed
Monday the Chicago train on
.
Expires March 9, 1918
successiveweeks previous to laid Attorney*for Mortgagee.
aid mortgage,and no ault or proceeding
leas day and among replies received | M. plowed th'u twent^foot .nowb.nk. day of hearing, in the Holland Citj Business Addre**: Holland,Michigan.
having been lustitutedby law to recover tha
MORTGAGE SALE
debt now remainingaeruredby said mortin Indiana and lower Michigan and en- News a newspaper printed and clrci
WHEREAS.
Default
has
been
road*
in
the
were the following: "Not ten per cent,
gage or any part thereof whereby the power
(Expires Mar. 30, 1918)
payment
of
the
monexe
secured
by
•
mort
countered most difficultgoing all along lated in said county.
of sale contained in said mortgage baa be.
judging
salea
wheat
gege deled the 16th day of February, in the
come operative;
,
yeer one thousandeight hundred end eightyJ.
the
line.
Now. Therefore notice Is hereby |lre«
Default
having
been
made
in
the
bread.” “I was going to say, ‘Not
seven, executedby Johanne* Vliek end Her that by virtue of tha aaid Tower ..i >.< •• »
A true
Judre of Probate
Freight No. 2 was stuck at Vrieslanl
conditions of a certain mortgage made mine Vliek, hie wife, of the city of Holland,
any’.” “Well, I guws there are about
in pursuanceof the Statute in such eases
and executed by Ann V. Osborne of Oj- Ottewe County. Michiian, a* i.artie* of the mail* and provided, said mortgage will be
holding up a passenger going south and
five folks among
customers who
ive Township, Ottawa County, Michi- Hr»t pert, to Tobyee Koffen of Holland, Ot- foreclosedhy the sale of the premise! theretewe County, Michigan, a* perty of the eec- in described at public auction to tha hightrain and shovel crews from Grand
Acting Registor of Probate gan, mortgagor, to
buy wheatleas bread.”
First State ond pert, which *ekd mortgagewe* recorded est
bidder at the north front door of the
Bank of Holland, Michigan, a corpora- in the office of the Reguter of Deed* of Ot- Court House in the City of Grind Haven. In
------- o
Thing U true rcgnrding meat," .aid
*°”t J<™,‘ ,0 d",
tewe
County,
Michigan, on the 23rd d*y
•aid
County of Ottawa, on Tuesday, the 26th
tion, of Holland City, Michigan, mortthe stalled traina out.
February, A. D., one thousand eight hundred
7884— Expires Feb. 16
gagee, as a lien upon the following de- eighty seven, at eight o'clock, in tha fore- day of March A. D. 1918, at ten o'clock In
Concluding hi. aermon, Mr.
The Holland In.erurban
uau.l ,s
the forenoon of that day. Said promisee are
Michigan—
moat* scribed premisessituated in the city noon, in Liber 16 of Mortgage*ou pege 4.10; described In said mortgage as
a* follows:—
followa:— A
end
Court
for
tha
County
of
Ottawa.
parrel of land situated in the Towwhlei of
man said that it seemed to him that “Pe» and dom8 bu9"1”919
of Hollat.d,County of Ottawa, and
laid mortgage we* duly •» Holland, in the County of Ottawa and Stata
At a session of said Court, held at State of Michigan: Lots Seventeen
the idea pr.v.led in Holland regarding“P to it. reputation
keeping a clean
signed by an assignmentin writingmad*
Mirhigan, and described a* followa: lathe Probate Offlce in
City of (17) and twenty-six (26), in Stewart’s aud executedby the said Tobyee Konere of of
wit:— Lot number eighty
(82) In
patriotiam runs aomething like thle. '«>“ of **-'-. ""d- wille lhe C,rS *'C * Grand Haven, in said county, on the
Addition to the City of Holland, an.1 Holland. Ottewe County. Michigan,on the Luger*' Addition to the city of Hollaad.
little late, the service is excellentconaccording
to
the
recorded
plat
thereof.
41 Patriotism is a fine thing to practice,
according to the recorded plat thereof. 11th day of August, one thousand eight huu.
Dated thia 20th day of December,A. D.
sidering the difficultiesthe company 26th day of Jan . A- D. 1918.
Said mortgage is dated the 10th day dred ninety nine, assigning and transferring
providing my neghbor doe* the practicPresent, Hon. James
Danhof, of May, 1912, and was recorded in the said mortgage to Berthe Vugteveen. of th* 1917. The Ottawa County Building A Loan
has to cope with.
Township of Overieel, Allegan county Mich,
ing.”
Aasoclalloa.
’ The water works indicator regis- Judge of Probate.
office of tho Register of Deeds of the and which assignmentwas recordedin the
Mortgagee.
office of the Register of Deed* of Ottawa
County
of
Ottawa
and
State
Michigan,
In the Matter of the Estate of
tered 5 degrees below zero most of
Diekema. Kollen A Ten Cate,
HOLLANDAttorney* for mortgagee.
on the 16th day of May, 1912, in Liber county, Michigan,on the 16th day of Aug
Monday and Tuesday morning at seven
ust, in the year one thouiandeight hundred Business Address.Holland. Mich.
Tennis Prine, Deceased.
108 of Mortgages, on page 15, and con- ninety nine, at 8 o'clock, in the forenoon, in
.
o’clock the thermometer registered 17
Herman Prine. having filed hie tains the usual power of «ale in case Liber 51 of Mortgage*on page 578 and
*aid mortgage wee duly aspetition,
praying that an iostrumant of default, and no nrocccding at law or signed by an assignmentin writingmade
Expires Feb. 16. 1918
»,il1
in equity having been commencedto and executed by the said Bertha N ugteveeu.
below.
filed in said Court be admitted to
MORTGAGE SALE
Friday instead of Saturday evening,
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WHEREAS
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Arie Noble of Jenison vouches for
game was originally billed for the the information that it is so cold at
South gym Saturday,but was later the mouth of Holland harbor that tho
switched to the Lake city for the week
end. Now comes word that the clain ice is frozen 18 feet thick. We look
will take place Friday. Latest reports | upon this report very skepticallyJ)ut
from 8t. Joe are to the effect that the fact that there is no fishing in
that achool has no thot of cancel- Black lake give rise to the theory held
ling its tilt with the Churm tossers. A
by some local fishermen that the mouth
game is now pending between the South
and Holland reserves to be played as of the harbor is choked with ice bergs

€oach Churm announcedMonday. This

collect the amount due on said mort- of the Township of OrerUel.Allegan Ooun
last will and testa- gage or any part thereof, and the ty Michigan, on the flr*t day of November, WHEREAS, default has been made la the
of the moneys eeeuredby a mort
ment of said deceased and that ad amount now due on said mortgage, for one thousand nine hundred and lix. aaaign paymeut
in. and
mg
amt transferring
trsnsferrinr said mortgage w
to rrir,
I’eter gage, dated April 14th, A- D. one tkoaaand
mioistratiou of aaid estate be grant- principal and interest,to date, being Maas, of Holland, Ottawa County.Michigan, nine hundred and two. executedby Jacob

Probate

as the

two hundred and six and

W shake Hr., and Hubertha Wabeke, bis wife,
of the Town.hip of Olive. Ottawe County
Mirhigan. to the Council of Hope College, a
Prins or some other suitable person,
Corporation, of Holland, Michigan, *hlch
said
mortgage was recordedIn the office of
ft is Ordered, That the 25th day of
the Register of Deed* of Ottawa <*onnty,
Michigan, on the 6th day of May, A. D. one
Feb. A. D., 1918, at ten o'clock in
thousand nine hundred and two, at eight
the forenoon,at said Probate Office
o'clock A.
in Liber 70 of Mortgage oa
pag* 153. and
and is hereby appointed for
WHEREAS the amount claimed to be due
preliminary to the South-Holland that are thicker than 18 feet, prevent- hearing said petition.
on said mortgage at the date of thia notice,
main go Friday.
game with Rock- ing the fish from coming in or going
ind
ia the sum of eight hundred fifty-eight
en^H
It la Further Ordered.That public
ford is also in the air for the acrubs.—
seventy-six hundredths($858,76) dollar*,
out of the bay.
notice thereof be given by pubHcatkm
principel
and
intereat,
and
the
further
ena
<L R. Herald.
iof thirty-eight
fifty. five hundredthi
of e copy of thla order, for three
:o:
day, the 2nd day of April, 1918, to sat- this time;
NOW THEREFORE, Nolle* is hereby giv- ($38.55)dollars,taxe* paid by said mortga
ceesive weeks previous to said day of
isfy the amount due on said mortgage, en that by virtue of said power of sal* tn gee, and the further sum of twenty ($20)
INVALID
18
hearing, tn the Holand City Newi • together with interest, costs and ex- said mortgage contained sod fully set forth dollar* as an attorneyfee provided for by atetute
CARRIED TO
IN
newspaper printed end circulated Is penses of foreclosure allowed by law. and in pursuance of the itatutea of thi* and in aaid mortgage, and which is the whole
state in sueh casea mad* and provided. Mid [amountclaimedto he unpaid on said mort*
aid county.
Said lots will be separately sold inas- mortgage will be foreclosed by a *ale of gage and no ault or proceedings having bean
B. 0.
TO
J.
much as they are separate and distinct the premi»ea thereinde»eribedat public Instituted at law or in equity, to recover th#
auction to the highest h'dder at the north ^lebt now remaining securedhy said mort(A true copy.) Judge of Probate
parcels.
front door of the Court House in the City of gage nor any part thereof,whereby the powAS
Dated, this 31st day of Dec. A. D. Grand Haven, in the said County of Ottawa er of sale containedin said mortgage ha*
Mr. and Mrs. George Haas of Co6pand State of Mirhigan. on Monday the 18th Bierome operative.
,
^rsvillenarrowly escaped cremation Fti
THEREFORE, Notice ii hereby gitIn connection with the addition of
Acting Register of Probate
First State Bank of Holland.
day of March, A. D. one thousand nine hunday when fire caused by an over heated
Mortgagee. dred and eighteen, at two o clock in the pn that by virtue of th* said power of aala
o
Department of Home Economics to the
afternoon, on that day. which aaid premiM* and in pursuance of th* etalnte in »*eh ease
••tore and defective chimney destroyed
Diekema, Kollen A Ten Cate,
made and provided, said mortgage will be
are deaeribed in aaid mortgage aa follow*
office of the county agriculturalagent,
foreclosed hy a sale of the premise* therein
7850— Expires Feb. 1ft
Attorneysfor Mortgagee,
their home. Both are past 65 yeare of
Ail that part of lot numbered one (1) in
deaeribed at public auctionto the hixhaat
the Department at Washington,workBusiness
Address:
Holland,
Michigan.
Block
numbered
aixty^ne
(61)
commencing
OF MICHIGAN— The Probai.
bidder, at the north front door of th* Oaurt
age, and at the time of the fire Mrs.
at a point on th* north line of Mid lot one
ing thru the state leader,Dr. Mumforl
House, in the City of Grand Haven, In anii
Court for the County of Ottawa
(1). on* hundred and fifty (150) feet ea*t
'Htaa was seriouslyill in bed. She was
Expire*March 28, 1918
from the east line of the right of way of the County of Ottewe, and State of Miehigaa, en.
has arranged to appoint a permanent Id the Matter of the Estate of
MORTGAGE SALE
Chicago and West Mirhigan RailroadCom Monday, the eighteenth day of February, A-aarried to safety, but the bouse and
assistant to D. L. Hagerman, county
in the pany, where said eaat line of said right of D. one thousandnine hundred and eighteen,
Whereas
default
has
been
made
Frances Costing, Deceased.
at two o'clock in the afternoon of that day.
Aontefitswere practicallyall destroyed
payment of the money ecurod_ by a mort- way Interiectathe north line of lot two (2)
agricultural agent for Ottawa CounDecember A. in said Block aixty-one (81), from said which «aid premise# are describedin Mid
Notice is hereby given that four months gage dated the 9th day
mortgage as followa:
ty. This Is one of the few counties in
1912. executed by Derk J. TeRollrr point of beginning, the boundary line to run
from the 26th of Jan. A. D., 1918, have D.
Lota numbered thirteen (18), •ixteen (10)
and Anna Te Roller, hia wife, of the City cast on the north line of aaid lot one. to the
the State to receive this support.The been a 11 o w e d for creditors to present of Holland. County of Ottawa and State of northeast corner of said lot; thence south and twenty four (24) in Slngb'e Addition to
the
City of Hollnnd,Ottawa County, Michlon
the
eaat
line
of
laid
lot
one
(1)
to
the
Michigan,partiea of the first part, to The
volume of work accomplished and the their claims againstsaid deceased to said Ottawa
County Building A Loan Aaaociation southeast corner thereof, thence weat on the gnn, according to the recorded plat tterrof
excellentcooperation offered
the court of examination and adjustment,and of Holland. Michigan, a corporation d ly south line of said lot one (1) to a point *o of record l- the ofle* of the Register of
Dr. Richard Boonstra of Detroit,
that all creditors of said deceased are re- organited and doing buaines* under and that a line runningnorth therefrom and par Deeds, of Ottawa County, Mich Iran.
people
of
the
county
in
taking
up
with
Dated. Nov. 29nd. A. D. 1017.
brother of D. F. Boonstra, secretry of
by virtue of the L.-e of the State of Mich allel with the east line of said lot will atrike
quired to present their claims to said court,
Council of Hope OolleweMortgage*.
Igan, partiea of the aecond part, which *aid the point of beginning on the north line of
the
agricultural
agent's
have
the local draft board, haa received his
at the probate office,in the City of Grand mortgage waa recorded in the office of the said lot (1), aaid parcel of land baing Diekema. Kollen A Ten Cate,
part of aaid lot one in block aUty-one.
commission as 1st Lieutenantand is proven to the authorities that much Haven, in said County or or before the 26th Regiiter of Daoda of tha Co. • *
BueUMTAddree^SSlani. Mirhigan.
day
May
A. D. 1918, and that said and SUte of Michigan,on «>• 16th day aforesaid. Ail accordingto tha recorded
greater
benefit
might
be
secured
if
asatationed at Detroit.This is the second
of December. A. D. 1912. In Liber 62 of map thereof on record in the office of the
claims will be heard by said court on
«trav female pup having 3 whjte
Register of Deeds of aaid Ottawa County.
«>«>
*nd ,
representative of the Boonstra family sisted further and as a result arrange- Monday the 27th day of May. A. D, 1918 mortfece*.
Whereas said mortrve contains • provifeet, white breast and a white spot on
Dated, December 19, A. D. 1917.
sion that ahould any default be made In the
in their country’s aervice. Benjamin
ten o’clock in the forenoon.
the noae, wandered to my home. Owner
PETER MAAS,
payment of nny of tha initollmenta either
Bernard Hakken.
Hope College DatedJanuary,26A. D. 1918.
Mortgagee,
nny day where- Diekema. Kollen A Ten
may have eame by calling at J. H. Diet•ba* entered the navy some time past
left for Chicago Tuesday morning to
U payable,and ahoold the tusiness Addres*— Holland.Miehigaa.
era, Bd.
2t
J.
at the Great Lakes
Attorneys
for
Mortgagee.
unpaid and la arrears for tha
'take the examinationfor air service
thea aad la that eaM
•f
nix
Judge
of
Probata.
under Uncle Sam's wing.
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OTTAWA

SAFETY
000PER8VILLE BLAZE BROTHER

00.

90-100 and which assignmentwas recordedin the
Office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
Mirhigan, (ML the 5th day of Decenr
Notice is Therefore Hereby Given County,
ber in tho year one thousandnine hundred
that vaid mortgage will be foreclosed and six. at three o'clock lo the afternoon, in
bv a sale of the above described prem- Liber 79 of Mortgage*on page 417. and
WHEREAS the amount claimed to be due
ises to the highoet bidder at the north
on said mortgage at th* date of thia notice
front door of tho Court House in the i* the sum of two hundred thirty-two and
City of Grand Haven, County of Ot- seventeen hundredth* ($232.17) dollars,
tawa, and State of Michigan, that be- principal and interest,and the further aum
of fifteen($15) dollar*,a* an attorney fee
ing the place for holding hhe Circuit providedfor by the statute and in aaid
Court for the County of Ottawa, at mortgage,and which ii* th* whole amount
ten o’clock in the forenoon, on Tues- claimed due and unpaid on aaid mortgageat
($206.90) dollars;
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BIGHT

HOLLAND MARKETS
BMCb Minin*

Co.

BONE DRY

Prices of Grain)
(Baying Prlc<
•Wheat, white No. 1.
Wheat, white No. 2Wheat, white No. 3._
Wheat, red Na .........
Wheat, red No. 2 ----Wheat, red No. 3 -----

2.04

AT LEAST SO PLANS THE CO UN
CIL IN A PROPOSED
ORDINANCE.

2.01
1.98
2.09

1

Bye

POOL ROOMS
ARE TO BE

2.06
2.03
1.80

............................
-

Soft prinks or Rrefmhmenta

.92

Oats, per bushel
Corn ---------

2.05

Any Kind To B«

(Feed in Ton Lota)

la

8t. Car Feed — ......................... 75.00
,.75.00
NV 1 Feed
.79.00
Cracked Corn
,.79.03
Corn Meal
.43.00
.Bran —
Middlings ...........................................
50.00
Screenings----------------<8.00
Hog Feed
........
— ............
. 68.00
Badger Dairr Feed — —
52.00
Badger Iffrae Feed ..................
62.00

Bold There

Plan.

plants their serious consideration.

excessivebank on turns and to furnish

In the Ford plant alone the working day h&e been reduced from the 24hour to the 9 hour achedule. Figuring
the former production of 3,000 cars a
day down to the 9-hour day schedule

a means to control the rolling motion
of the machine and the atmospheric

The Common Council last night de- advantage in car delivery which
not be denied.
cided to be forehandedas far as the
liquor situation in Holland after the
closing of saloons on M'ay 1 is con-

..

—

Tom

up and down
level po.M.tn n
a glancing position,are connectedto
it means a curtailment in production the same control apparatus. This toof at least two-thirds. Local car buy- gether with the pressure guage, tmehoers will be -best served at the present meter, gas lever or gun to handle furn
time or just as soon as the roads are ish just as much excitement to the novbroken enough to permit the driving ice as shiftinggears and dodging other
f cars overland. With the proximityvehicles and on a windy day much
of Holland to Detroit this city has an more.

can-

Although we have had a great many

BIDS

WANTED

The Village Board of the Village of
Sangatuck, Michigan, will receive bids
pictures booked to be shown in the until 4 o’clock p. m., Feb. 18, 1918, for
r
near future. Another big one ie book- the following quantityof salt-glized
tile, F. O. B. Saugatuck, Michigan,
ed for next Monday, the 11th. A 9-reel
be delivered on or before March 1,
one “God's Country and the Woman” ,1918:
2170 feet of 6 inch salt glazed til*
featuring Nell Shipman and Wm. Dun, 1574 feet 8 inch salt glazed tile
can. It will be on Monday only, both
396 feet 10 inch salt glazed tile
446 feet 12 inch salt glazed tile
matinee and night.
1 12”xl2”xl0” salt glazed tee
A change in prices go into effect af1 12”xl2”x 8” salt glazed to
Bids must be accompaniedby a terter next Monday ,the entire lower floor
tifled check for #100, sealed and markwill be 20 cents an dthe entire balcony
ed on the outside “Bid on tile for the
at ten cents. Holland is certainlyget- Village of Saugatnck, Mich.” . ^
ting big shows for little money. The | Owing to the unfavorable conditiejiH

The Knickerbockerhas

conditI)*is that causes the wi’ig? tr. go

j

•

k

Country and Woman Next Monday
at the KnickerbockerTheater.
several big

u

j

bags of mail in camp, have received
, no word since the 21st. The Christmas
packages are still coming in. You
don’t
know how good it seems to open Hass of pictures shown at the Kmick^ the wetther th® opening of
IN
corned. At the next meeting of the
the bids was postpones! until Feb. 18,
; them. I have not had a chance as yet erboeker are way above the ojdinary
council the city's ordinance governing
NED LACEY SENDS PARENTS AN I but helped on several. New Years day and the music alone is worth the ad- 1918 and the clerk will continue to repool rooms, billiard halls, bowling alceive bids until that date.
INTERESTINGLETTER
Hominy --------------------------------70.00
•we had a dinner doWn town, six of us mission. Manager Ogden is running
The right is reserved to reject aav
leys and similar places will be up for
O-Er Lay Scratch feed with grit....79.00
and one of the lads had received a the theater in city style and is meet- and all bids. Address all bids to the
revision.
The
change
that
has
been
C-Er Lay Scratch 11 without grit 82.00
The following interestingletter was
regular American fruit cake from home ing with big succes. A good crowd is Village Clerk, Saugatuck, '‘Michigan.
Low Grade ---------—
77.00 made by the ordinance committee will
received from Ned Lacey who is now in
L. R. BRADY,
and brought it down. It was the best on hand nearly every night.
Kraus Hl-Protein dairy food
-64.00 be designed to meet the new condiVillage Clerk
Italy with the American flying squad.
Oil Meal ........................
64.00
part of the v>eal. Am hoping I am gotions that will obtain when Michigan
Campo d'Arazione,
Cotton Seed Meal — — ...................60.00
ing 1o get some tobacco for my pipe
goes dry.
Toggiia, Jan. 2, 1918
Thomas Rlomparensk Co.
from home before what I have gives
With the saloons dosed the alder- Dearest Ones at Home:
out. Also Mother if you can sen;! me
Hay, loose ........................
22.00 men anticipate that there will be a
Just linisbed a wonderful day with
Hay, baled .........
24.00
some heavy woolen socks — a pair or
great demand for privilegesto sell
Straw ----------------- 10.00
the birds and altho I nearly had my in«o occasionally they are fine big ones.
near beer and other beverages. They
Molenaar * De Goede
structor wild, had a tine lesson. We
Mittens too can always be used, not
Butter, creamery - .............................50 anticipate further that it will be the
had a new niachine and it insistedon fancy ones just plain one to put inside
Butter, dairy ......................................
43
proprietorsof such places as are namclimbingin a very abnormal fashion
Eggs --------.50
as altitude work is very cold and one's
ed
in the odinnnee who would be the
also when I would use the ailerois to
21
bands and get pretty cold in spit"
Mutton
.18 most likely to apply for such privi- pull my left wing down when we hit
of
most anything that you enn do.
Teal ------------------------------------ 1416 leges. Thinkingthat the sale of nearthe rough spots the nose w*»uld be
Every
day work isn’t bad at all and
Beef ---------------------------.13 beer in such places would serve to acstarting sky-ward. Old Dellepune the Mackinaw helps wonderfully, r>nlly
Spring Ck.cken -------------------- .18
centuate whatever rowdyism there would shake his head franticallyuntil
all I need until I am issued my bathmay be in such places, the aldermen the nose was in place again. Many* is
LOCAL
er togs on the Brevet line. I am g»ing
decided to get ahead of trouble bj the time that I have thanked h.Mven
to have fur lined shoes made.
Mias Rena Bouwman has accepted a prohibiting the furnishing of refresh- that I was in an Italian school. FlyGuess you think this is just a letter
position with the DonnellyKellcyments or beverages there.
ing is no more dangeiousthn driving
of wants, but it is very hard to beg
Only a phrase or two will be changed a car. Accidents happen usually where
Co.
youngsters just will eat green apples or
—JOT
thing'shere. I paid three lira for
in
the old ordinancegoverning such the pilots get reckl .•?« and do aot show
'Harris Bertsch of Big Rapids was
puckery pemnmons or too much jetty cske. Old'
things in town last night (60c) ‘.lint I
'•AlWi to Holland by the death oi places nnw. Hut these slight changes, Old Man Gravity proper consideration.
could have purchased in Woolworth’s
fashioned beiliake b acute indigestion.Give the sufferer
.his grandfather, Mr. C. Blum, f<r.
if passed by the council,will efrecual- Dollopiane reminds me much of Dad.
at home for 25c.
— .jo:
a good big dose of castor oil and apply a hot water
ly prevent the places affected from at- If you have a good day or a poor one
Mr. and Mrs. J. Tardiff have left
Sent Sarah a couple .if Naples' cards
bode to the tpot of greater pain.
trailing
anyone
because
of
the
chance
•for Chicago, having received a telehe says very little. Many of t».e Italthe other day and as I was very busy
gram regarding the serious illness of to get wet goods that are at least an ian instructors,pat their stud.-ntson
did not write as much as I wanted to.
ought to have one of our guaranteed
Mr. Tardiff s mother, living in tbit imitationof the brands they were used
the back and curse violentjy in turn, Hope they reach you. Was nlking to
city.
hot
water
oodcs in your home— for neuralgia,toodv
to before May 31st.
some even go as far as to bang the a Canadian officer on the boat coming
ache
and
rheumatism, too.
“The extension departmentof the
would-be pilots on the head for quesover and he said it was ve*y ha*d for
Western State Norma) at Kalamazoo
TO BE RAIStionable moves. But not so old Rellohim to write home as there was s.i litannounces that Prof. J. C .Hoekje’s
carry the highest quality of rubber
piane, he has a silencethal is stronger
ED
IN
tJncf is iedoeatibnalsociology will
tle news that he wanted or had in mind
goods
to
be had.
than words and the shake of his head to write that would pass censorship. I
meet at the Ryerson library,Grand
RABBIT FARMS ABE ALSO BECOM is more than a dictionary of words. In
Rapids, Thursday evening at 7:30.
see it myself. Guess my mail that was
ING VERY POPULAR
castor oil in bulk or capsule is as slick
Birth of a ation Coming Soon. God’s
eonsequMce, he is consider,- 1 one of sent from England was treated piVt'v
NOW.
c
and
active
as greased lightning.
the best nstructc :s in Italy ni l his harshly.
The ’MichiganRailway company re
pupils hive been a seeess. \Miil*» you Love'to you all,
Doris very heavy loss owing to the Meeting Held Tuesday Evening Was
have no wagon-! rid lamp post to lu-'.ge
anew and reeent storms. Damage to
Your son,
Ned Lacev.
Attended By Many;. Name Of Poulthe feling is much the same as that in
equipment, 1 12, MO; miscellaneous extry Association Changed
oeews *if \wnflling the snow, #15,000;
an autom'jb'.ta when you ar; learning
54 East 8th
Holland, Mich.
Mrs. F. Terpstra of Zeeland has
.ink lost of business,#»0,000;u total of
to drive. You have direction to conA great many interestedpersons at577,000.
'been the guest of Mrs. George Tilmu,
trol with the feet. The elevation and
The Plice ts Bay Freik, Fall Streafth Drags it Reattiible Prices
tended the meeting of the Holland ailnrnna /’V1 ‘‘f A,l,'lll<'aVCHUC Ulld of Mr. liiul M M.
Tin. Mierns of Grand Haven lias been Poultry Association held Tuesday even- ailerons (the latter is to correct the Arle Brok of
Crosby street. — Grand
Trerr unfortunate within the last few
tendencyof the machine to make an Rapids ews.
ing at the secretary V office in the VenWeais rinsed by death in the family. A
tfew years ago lie lost his .atlier and der Veen block. The report of the secmother within a few weeks, and l»e retary, Edward Brouwer, show that the
* *n»« uj.b nrptian. Tmlay he buried hi* receiptsfor the year 1917 were $265.10
in*;. Mrs. i. Ball of Grand Haven and
while the disbursements total $171.01
tomorrow he will be here to attend the
leaving
comfortable balance of
funeral of his uncle, Mr. C. Blum, sr.
$93.49. It was shown that fifteen nevcj
Henry Gecrlings who is on the pro members have joined the association
: uram to speak at a state Sunday school
and other departures, besides poultry
aanquet at Benton Harbor wired that
ae rtuM not come owing to the fact may be added to the li*t of tilings
•jhal no trains wore running. Another that will interest the association and
Tiromiiient speaker from Chicago wired its members.
?be anquet committee that he could
For instance, Fucle Ram is urging the
•’lot >eave Chicago for Renton Harbor
raising of rabbits, as another av>nu?
- twing to a big wreck at Mic<higanCity,
no doubt if the banquet was pulled off of meat supply for the nation. Engit mist have been a speacblessaffair. land today is making bids in this coun— :o:
The annual meeting of the S. S. try /or 400,000 bunnh’H per month with
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FLYER
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SKUNKS

We

HOLLAND

Our

LAWRENCE DRUG CO.

1

.

Street

a

—

!**> of the 3rd Reformed ehurch
wliich Mrs. G. II. Dubbink is toaeher
-4 as held at the home of Mrs. B. Wier*Keni>. The officers elected for the eomtng year are: president,Mrs. \V. Kby;
rice president,Mrs. Joe Kardux; secTStnty, Mrs. Harry Kardux: and treasurer, Cora Boda. After the business
mwtrng a social time was enjovt-dbv

-

Alt

o

-

SIDEWALK CLEANING
COST CITY

$816.29

which to feed the soldiers. Breeding
odorless skunk, us a fur bearing animal

is

also contemplated. In fact there

are already small

skunk farms

in

both Holland and Zeeland and possibly
the reason that

known

it is not generally
new variety and

is that the

is being raised.
Ed Brouwer,the secretary of the as
•ociation,has already quite a rabbit
farm started, The first pair of rabbits

THE NATURAL
By John

not the old

at taught

by the Palmer School of

WAY TO HEALTH
J.

De Jonge, D. C.

Chiropractic.

Chiropractic Fountain Head, Davenport,

Iowa

from fancy stock cost him in the neigh-

borhood of $30 and it said that Mr.

DIDST O FTHIS STILL HAS TO BE Brouwer has twenty-five pains
. PAID BY PROPERTY
from this stock and expects to

pWNERS.

hundred by next fall.
A large organization of rabbit breeders has been started in Grand Rapids
and no less a man Chan AlVah Brown,
who wss some years ago noted for his
piggery, just outside of the limits of
five

Tte sidewalk cleaning bee that was
•engaged in recently by the squads of
ffaAoriag men cost $816.29. This fact
brought out last night

when

the

•committee on claims and accounts brot the Furniture City has gone into this
in its bill. Although the money is to business on a large scale. He has disiho paid

individuals carded pigs and has adopted cottoncleaned, the tails. He has interestedmen of Grand

by the private

'wkotr walks have

Wen

By properly adjusting your spine the chiropractor
corrects the cause of sickness.

bred
have

city had to advance the money because

Rapid*

with capital to go

into the

cold storage and the breeding of
* the laboring men naturally could not
wait for it. The result was that the rabbits on a large scale.
Because of these new departures that
claims reported by the committeethis
But moat ate being taken up with the Holland
<*f the extra $816.29 will be refunded Poultry Associationthe organization
thought it wise to change the name of
io the city.
the associationand in the future it will
Of the amount $100 has been paid in
be called the Holland Poultry & Pet
-while a little over $700 is itlll due.
Stock association.
People who have not yet paid for the
Outside lecturerson poultry and pet
service are requested to do so by callstock will be brot to Holland from
ing at the office of the city engineer
time to time, and the men back of the
In the city -hall. It is expected that
movement are urging interestedcitiAhe money will be in within a few
zens to join at & fee of $1 per year.
•<$ay« now, and it is anticipated that
The knowledge derived from the lecwmdf a v£ry few will refuse to pay It
tures and the exchange of thoughts and
na a just claim.
experiences between the members will
stime were abnormallyhigh

.

far out-weigh the joining price.

An Immenae Diamond.
A

big diamond has been found tn a NOW IS THE BEST TIME
*ttlD6 In Grlquoluud West (South AfFOR THE LOCAL BUYER
rlca). The atone la amber eoknred,
TO SELECT HIS CAR
«nd weigh* four hundred and forty
That
the present is a good time for
«tfat»—aboot a quarter of a pound.
Altbongh this Is not a record a* re- the prospective purchaser to get busy
gards weight, It Is the finest that has and pick out his ear at the show is

«?er been found In that section of the the opinion of local dealcra who are
jtountrr.

giving the subject of curtailedproducI'h

tion in

many of the big

automobile

Your nerves do

their

work and thus your health

is restored.

Chiropractorsby correctly adjusting the spine are very
successfully eliminating the cause of stomach troubles
You owe it to yourDo not stand in your
bowel, kidney and liver troubles, rheumatism, troubles self, your family and
own light. My Chiroof head, throat or lungs, appendicitis,gall stones, ty- your friends to knowhow
practic Adjustmentswill
phoid fever, hay fever, diabetes, infantile paralysis, this great Science govhelp you.
heart trouble and other diseases. Acute and chronic erns your health.
i

cases yield readily to Chiropractic.

,

Put off no longer the opportunity which thousands of others have found and tested by their experience— their return to health —chiropractic is your
help.

Stop taking drugs, they are unnecessary— avoid
the surgeons knife; in 952 of cases it is useless and
does more harm than good.
Call on the Chiropractorand let him explain to yoa the method of adjusting
and removing cause of disease. Consolationand Spinal Analysis Free.

DE JONGE,

Licensed Chiropractor, Peters’ Building
Hrs. 1:30 to
5 p. m. Daily.

Hr*. 7 to 8

Ottawa County's only graduate of the famous Palmer Schoel of Chiropractic(Chiropratic Fountain Head
Davenport, Iowa, having 650 students in attendance and where 1500 Patientsare adjusted daily.

NO OSTEOPATHY.

p.

m.

Tuc*., Thur*., Sat.
i

NO DRUGS.

